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Do you wish your name to appear on future information sheets
as a member of the Committee of Concerned Faculty?
Yes___ No ____
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July 16, 1974
THE NO AGENT CHOICE

Whatever the number of choices that finally appear on the fall
collective bargaining election, the real choices for the faculty are
only two: collective bargaining or no agent.
Collective bargaining requires unionization. Unionization, in
turn, requires surrendering individual rights and responsibilities to
an "agent". It is to be noted that each of the "agents" anxious to
bargain collective for the faculty is affiliated with an outside
parent organization.
The no agent choice, on the other hand, allows the faculty member
to remain professional--to be his or her own agent. Instead of consulting a union contract in case of conflict, grievance, or dissatisfaction, faculty can consult directly with chairmen, deans, committees,
and the president.
The no agent choice preserves for the faculty member a voice in
faculty governance. Faculty senates, particularly at institutions
with AFT as agent, have been rendered useless by the union.
The no agent choice protects the individual faculty member from
becoming a pawn of the union. There are reports that at some institutions unions have tacitly agreed to the firing of tenured faculty in
order to obtain higher salaries for those remaining on the staff.
The no agent choice requires no explicit financial sacrifice. At
some unionized colleges, faculty are assessed "agency" dues (union
dues) even though they don't belong to the union. They of course are
not allowed to vote on issues preempted by the union.
As a no agent faculty member you will not be required to support
political candidates and political views to which you are opposed.
In general, the no agent choice keeps the faculty member's options
open. Unionization, on the other hand will require faculty members
to march lock step with whatever the "agent" writes into the contract.
If you view university teaching as a profession, if you believe in
academic freedom, if you believe that every faculty member has a right
to a voice in faculty governance, and if you are opposed to outside
interference in internal affairs of this University, plan now to vote
the NO AGENT option in the fall election.
Encourage others to do so by filling out the registration form
below and mailing it to any member of the Steering Committee,
The Steering Committee
COMMITTEE OF CONCERNED FACULTY
Name.
Office phone.

Registration form
. Dept. . . . . . . . . .

Home phone . . • .

Do you wish your name to appear on future information sheets as a
member of the Committee of Concerned Faculty? Yes_ _ _ No_ __
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Links, Joseph
Little, Ronald R.
Magura, Michael
Metress, James
Miller, William R.*
Monoky, John F.
Murnen, George
Myers, Ray H.
Netter, Jr., Milton A.
O'Neal, William J.
Paje 11 a, Franco
Pankratz, George E.
Quick, Charles L.
Rengstorff, George W.
Rennie, Henry G.
Reyes-Cairo, 0.
Rochte, Newton
Ruddy, Martin
Rudolph, Robert S.
Rush, William F.
Saxer, Edwin L.
Shapiro, Edward
Shoemaker, Richard W.
Simonetti, Jack L.
Sinclair, Phillip A.
Smith, Robert Freeman
Solomon, Lanny M.
Sopiarz, Edward R.*
Stoops, Charles E.
Sullivan, Dale 8.
Thomson, Clifford W.
Tipping, Gary
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Wilband, John T.
Yorke, Darryl 8.
Ziegler, Clayton L.
Zruds ky, Dona_l d R.
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THE MASSACHUSETTS EXPERIENCE
In 1973 the Massachusetts Society of Professors, the Massachusetts
Teachers Association, and the American Association of University Professors formed a coalition at the University of Massachusetts (Amherst) in
an effort to unionize the faculty.
Some faculty, unwilling to surrender rights and responsibilities-their professionalism--to union leaders, decided to oppose the move.
Loosely organized and not given much chance of success, the faculty group
nevertheless publicly argued that, among other things:
--there was no evidence that unionization enhanced faculty excellence
and that if anything, the opposite seemed to be true
--only a small percentage, about 10% of the nation's colleges and universities, consisting mostly of small and minor institutions, have
been unionized
--non-unionized Amherst faculty fared better in terms of tenure and
salary than did institutions in the state that were unionized
--the advent of unionization has eliminated faculty governance bodies
such as faculty senates
--unionization has reduced flexibility in awarding merit increases,
assigning teaching loads, and granting sabbatical and sick leaves
--unlike faculty governance bodies which have typically protected faculty voting rights and the right to hold office, most unions allow
only dues paying members to approve contracts and hold office
The election was conducted by the Massachusetts Labor Relations Commission; 1,404 of a total faculty of 1,450 cast ballots. Unionization was
defeated by a vote of 718 to 510 (the remaining ballots were protested).
The Co1wnittee of Concerned Faculty cites the Massachusetts experience
for two reasons:
(a) the union threat at the University of Toledo can be stopped, as it.
was ~n Massachusetts;
(b) to stop unionism, all faculty opposed to it must vote No Agent.

WHAT DOES NO AGENT MEAN?
NO AGENT SIMPLY MEANS NO "COLLECTIVE BARGAINING" AGENT. THE NO AGENT
POSITION THUS MEANS THAT THE RIGHTS, PRIVILEGES, AND RESPONSIBILITIES
rHE FAC_ULTY NOW HAVE WILL REMAIN INTACT AND WITHOUT DANGER OF BEING BARGAINED AWAY BY A COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGENT. THE NO AGENT POSITION WILL
PRESERVE FOR UT FACULTY THE CURRENT FACULTY GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE, SUBJECT
TO CHANGE AND IMPROVEMENT BY FACULTY VOTE RATHER THAN UNION VOTE.
Plan now to vote No Agent in the coming election. Encourage others to
do so by filling in the registration form below and mailing it to
any member of the steering committee.
Name _______________
Department ____________
Office phone __________
Do you wish your name to appear on future information sheets as a member
of the Committee of Concerned Faculty?
yes
no
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UNIONIZATION

IN

HIGHER

EDUCATION

Three major organizations in the United States are currently engaged in a
drive to unionize college and university faculty--the AFT, NEA, and AAUP.
Founded in 1916 as an affiliate of the American Federation of Labor, the
AFT made little progress until the 1960s when after several successful
strikes in elementary and secondary school systems, it moved into higher education. Creating the Colleges and Universities Department in 1967, the AFT
achieved its first major victory in 1968, when it won representation rights
for lecturers and part-time teachers at the City College of New York.
NEA was formed in 1857, primarily as a professional organization for elementary and secondary school teachers. In the 1960s the NEA gave up its emphasis on professional behavior for teachers and shifted its philosophy to-·
ward trade unionism, explicitly sanctioning the strike weapon and collective
bargaining.
The AAUP was founded in 1915, its major concern being the setting of
standards for the profession, maintaining academic freedom, and protecting
job rights. At its national conventions in 1972 and 1973, however, the AAUP
expanded its activities to include strikes and collective bargaining.
The AFT and the NEA have been the most successful in organizing junior
colleges and the smaller, less prestigious four-year colleges. Because of
the large number of these colleges in some higher education systems, the
AFT and NEA won representation rights in some state systems, notably New
York (SUNY and CUNY), Hawaii, and Rhode Island.
Most of the successes of the AAUP, the latecomer in sanctioning unionism,
have been at four-year institutions.
Some colleges, it should be noted, have instituted "independent agents"-that is, collective bargaining agents not affiliated with outside parent
organizatioPs.
The count of unionized colleges in the U.S. as reported in the June 10,
1974 Chronicle of Higher Education, is shown below:
NEA . •••••••••••••••••• 33

four-year and 100 two-year institutions

AFT . ..••.•..•.•....... 26 four-year and 54 two-year institutions
AAUP . ••••••••••••••••• 26 four-year and 3 two-year institutions

NEA-AFT (mergers) .•..• 38 four-year and 24 two-year institutions
Independent Agents •••. 10 four-year and 24 two-year institutions
The Committee of Concerned Faculty bring these statistics to your attention to show what a small fraction of the nation's 2,686 colleges and universities are unionized.
The Committee further wishes to call attention to what is generally known;
unionization has the greatest success in the nation's lesser institutions.
In the words of the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, the "lower the
tier of academe, in terms of security, income, prestige, and involvement in
the graduate scholarly-research culture, the stronger the vote for unionization, as represented by a regular union body; the higher the level, the
greater the liklihood of votes for 'no representation;' or for the least
'union-like' faculty organization on' the ballot."
The Steering Committee

, VOTE FOR PROFESSIONALISM, FOR ACADEMIC FREEDOM. FOR LOCAL GOVERNANCE--VOTE NO AGENT

COMMITTEE
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FACVLTY
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SOME GLEANI~GS FROM UNION CONTRACTS
What's actually in a union contract?
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September 25, 1974

f.

The following examples of union contract provisions will help convey
some conception of what collective bargaining agreements are really like.
If you don't want to join the union, you need not do so. But at
Wayne County Community College, for example, you must pay the AFT a "service charge" equal to monthly dues if you elect to remain outside the AFT.
If you fail to pay the "service charge, 11 the employer is under contractual
obligation to terminate your services. And you can't be rehired without
AFT consent. If you are rehired, you must pay all back "service charges."
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You may feel that as a professipnal you are entitled to some flexibility as to when and where you do your work. But under collective bargaining things are more standardized. At Central Michigan University, all absences from campus other than approved absences of various kinds are without pay. The contract provides for "proper deductions" from the "bargaining unit member's paycheck."
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Some younger faculty members may look to a union for protection of
their job. But the traditional respect for seniority on the part of
unions may not afford much protection to younger professors in the event
of retrenchment. The agreement between the Rhode Island Board of Regents
an9 the A.FT provides that "termination of full-time professional employees
shall be made in inverse order of original. appointment." But temporary
appointments are to be terminated first under this contract. This contrac1
provision is found in many other collective bargaining agreements.
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The contract between Gloucester County College (N,J.) and AFT permits
individuals to apply in writing for promotion. However, the application
is considered not by a connnittee representing the entire faculty but by a
professional standards committee of the union.
At the Gloucester County College, the contract provides that not over
20% of the faculty may hold the rank of professor. Not over 50% of the
faculty may consist of professors and associate professors. In other
words, promotions may be restricted because of what some union contracts
call "saturation in rank, 11
Union contracts are generally complicated documents, outlining in
detail many aspects of academic life. The foregoing items are only a
sample. Look for another information sheet with moresamples.

I

The Committee of Concerned Faculty urges you to ponder these conditionE
negotiated by unions for other faculty members. Things aren't perfect at
this University, but are they bad enough to allow a union to dictate the
the terms under which you must practice your profession? If you feel as we fl,'
An
f111 out the form below and mail it to anv Steerinsz Committee member,
"·
Department _____ Office phone_ _ __
Name~-------------Do you wish your name to appear on future information sheets as a member
of the Committee of Concerned Faculty?
Yes__
No

VOTE FOR PROFESSIONALISM, FOR ACADEMIC FREEDOM, FOR LOCAL GOVERNANCE--VOTE NO AGENT
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IS UT FACULTY READY TO ACCEPT ALBERT SHANKER

AS THEIR BOSS?

'.'In his futuristic movie, Sleeper, comedian Woody Allen asked how an atomic war that destroyed 20th century civilization started. 'We're not sure,'
is the reply, 'but we think a man named Albert Shanker got hold of the
atomic bomb.' " So ends a by-line article on the AFT presidential election
in the September 3, 1974 Chronicle of Higher Education .
But who is Albert Shanker?
Why, Albert Shanker is the newly elected president of the American Federation of Teachers (AFL-CIO). The union now has 414,000 members, consisting largely of elementary and secondary school teachers, 200,000 of which
are in New York State and 80,000 of which are in New York City's Local 2,
which Mr. Shanker also heads.
Mr. Shanker received national attention several years ago when he called
several illegal strikes in New York, the one in 1968 lasting 36 days. When
asked several years later if he had any regrets about depriving a million
children of education for 36 days, Mr. Shanker said "Nope," and that he
would do it over again, explaining in effect that the action brought the
public to its knees and that they would not dare oppose the· union again.
More recently, in an ad in the New York Times, Shanker called for the
election of a "Congress in November which will once again legislate large
scale social welfare programs for the people."
How could this be accomplished? His statement to the AFT as its new
president is a clue: he declared that "organizing college professors will
be a top priority in my administration."
Mr. Shanker would of course like to herd as many professors as possible
into the AFT fold. With additional funds from faculty uhion dues, the AFT
could indeed play a bigger role in national and state political elections
(ask the AFT to honestly tell you what portion of union dues goes to the
national organization).
But in addition to the financial contribution, Mr. Shanker would of
course appreciate the opportunity to manipulate higher education to fit
AFT philosophy, which seems to be that "might makes right."
The Committee of Concerned Faculty is unwilling to compromise higher
education by accepting the AFT as a partner in making academic decisions.
Higher education, the Committee urges, should remain in the hands of the
professionals--that is, the faculty..
We are asking for your support. Help us by returning the registration
form below to any member of the Steering Committee. Make sure you vote in
the coming election, and vote No Agent.
Coming next on Information Sheet II 7: "More Gleanings From Union
Contracts.'' If you want back copies of Information Sheets, they are available from any member of the Steering Committee.
Name _______________

*Steering
Committee
Members

October 3, 1974

Department ____

Office phone ______ t

Do you wish your name to appear on future information sheets as a member
of the Committee of Concerned Faculty?
Yes____
No _ _ __

VOTE FOR PROFESSIONALISM, FOR ACADEMIC FREEDOM, FOR LOCAL GOVERNANCE-VOTE NO AGENT

Some Gleanings from Union Contracts
The following examples of union contract provisions will help to con~
, ey some conception of what collective bargaining agreements are really
like.
If you don't want to join the union, you need not do so. But at
Wayne County Connnunity College, for example, you must pay· the AFT a
"service charge" equal to monthly dues if you electro remain outside
AFT. · If you fail to pay the "service charge," the employer is under
contracturql obligation to terminate your services. And you can't be
rehired without AFT consent. If you are rehired, you must pay all back
"service charges."
You may feel that, as a pro~essional, you are entitled to some
flexibility as to when and where you do your work. But under collective
bargaining, things are necessarily more standardized. At Central Michigan University, all absences from campus other than approved absences of
various kinds are without pay. The contract provides for "Proper deductions" from the "bargaining unit member's paycheck."
Some younger faculty members may look to a union for protection of
their job security. But the traditional respect for senioLity on the
part of unions may not afford much protection to younger professors in
the event of retrenchment. The agreement between the Rhode Island
Board of Regents and the AFT provides that "termination of full time
professional employees shall be made in inverse order of original appoin.
me:1-t." But temporary appointments are to be terminated first under this
contract. This contract provision is found in many other collective
bargaining agreements.
The contract between Gloucester County college (N.J.) and AFT permit;
individuals to apply in writing for promotion. However, the application
is considered not by a connnittee representing the entire faculty but by
a professional standards connnittee of the union.
At Gloucester County College, the contract provides that not over 20%
of the faculty may hold the rank of professor. Not over 50% of the
faculty may consist of professors and associate professors. In other
words promotions may be restricted because of .what some union contracts
call "saturation 1.n rank."

Union contracts are generally complicated documents, specifying in
detail standardized ways of dealing with many aspects of academic life.
The foregoing items are only a sample. Look for another Information
Sheet with more samples.
The Committee of Concerned Faculty urges you to ponder these conditions negotiated by unions for other faculty members before you lend
your support to unionization. Register now with the connnittee and vote·
NO AGENT in the fall election.
The Steering Connnittee

-l.~----------!-----------------------------------------·

SPECIAL INFORMATION SHEET

# 8

October 14, 1974

THE AUTHORIZATION VOTE
The Concerned Faculty Steering Committee has received several
inquiries about the "authorization cards" faculty are now being asked
to sign. This special information sheet will address itself to some
of the questions being asked.
► The past May election did~ commit the University of Toledo
to collective bargaining. All it did was to call for an election
to be held this fall for the purpose of selecting or not selecting
an agent--that is, to choose a particular collective bargaining
agent or choose no agent.

-~ But Ohio at present has no legislation requiring the University
to recognize the results of such an election.
►

The Board of Trustees, however, has now committed itself to
accept the results of the election, provided that 30% of the
faculty interested in any one of the agents seeking representation
rights (so far both the AAUP and the AFT have shown interest)
sign "authorization cards" calling for the election.

► If any one agent gets the 30% authorization vote, the election
will be held. Other interested agents need only 10% of faculty
support to get on the ballot, For example, if AAUP should get
30% of the faculty to sign their authorization cards, the AFT
would need only 10% to get on the ballot, and vice versa •

._, The No Agent option needs no authorization cards, The No
Agent choice will be on the ballot automatically.
► If no group seeking collective bargaining for the University
meets the 30% requirement, there will be no election and the
University of Toledo will continue to operate on a No Agent
basis as it has in the past.

In summary, the faculty is not at this time committed to
collective bargaining and facultyand faculty favoring the No Agent
position NEED NOT SIGN AUTHORIZATION CARDS.
The Steering Committee
Committee of Concerned Faculty

COMMITTEE
of
CONCERNED
FACULTY
Abella, Robert J.
Alexallder, Kenneth S.
Angelbeck, Donald I.*
Arbaugh, JaMs E. *
Austin, DouglH
Banaclloloskt, Cllester If,
Barr, lledf'ard L.
loM, E. 111111•
Beck, 111111• R.
Btgney, llllrta-•
Blakney, S1•1• S.
Boyer, Carl H.
Bn,nner, J-s A.

Bur ow , Duane F.

Carr, J-s &.
Cal'l'O11 , J. Robert
Collins, Carl A.
Colony, Dlvfd
Dlvh, Violet
De.Jute, A. N.
Dettinger, JaMs F.
Drowats~. John
Edwards, Jt•fe 6.
Edwards, Rt chard If.
Ell:h, Lucille 8.
Frederick, &erald R,
Fry, J - L.
&ano, J - E.
Glaab, Charles N.
Hansell , John D.
Hatfield, Craig B.
Hath, &eorge L.
Heinrichs, Nary Ann•
Hodyson, Lots N.*
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John, ~ s E. A.
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Ket th. Theodore &.
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Kneller, 111111• A.
!Conrath, Larry F. •
Kr-r, Steven N.
Krohn, Albertine
: Lahti, L. E.
Lellatn, &eorve D.
Lindsley, David A.
Ltnks, Joseph
Little, Ronald R.
Looney, Carl
llllgura, Michael
llllrzull 1, LawrtnCe J.

c.•

«-.

Metress, J Mtller, Roy A,
Ntller, 111111• R.*
Nono~, John F,
Mur11111, George
Myers, Ray H.
Nathan, Vincent

N11 ton A.
O'NMl, 1111111• J.
Pajella, Franco
Pankratz, lleofl9e E.
Quick, Charles L.
Rellptorff, &eorge II, P.
R-1• Henry G
Reyes:Catro, O ·
Rocllte, Newton
Ruddy, llllrttn
Rudol pit, Robert S.
Rush, 111111• F.
lletter, Jr . ,

. Saur, Edwin L.

Sllapt ro, Edward'
,..,_ker, Richard If.

st-tt1, Jack L.

Stnclatr, Ph1111p A.
5111th, Robert F - 1 1

Sol-. Lanny N.
Soptarz, Edward R.*
Stoops, Charles .E.
Stothers, Dlvtd
Sullhan, Dale 8.
Tllason, Cltfford If.
Ttpptng, Bary
Tr-r, E. J,
Yotth,RQaOIKIP
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October 10, 1974

MORE GLEANINGS FROM UNION CONTRACTS
Many union contracts emphasize evaluation of classroom performance. The
contract between Rhode Island Board of Regents and the AFT provides for
classroom visits by department chairman and other evaluators.
At Adirondack College (NY), the contract with the Faculty Association
of Adirondack Community College provides for review of promotion recommendations by a committee composed of five union members.
Sick leave provisions in union contracts are detailed. Highland Community College (Illinois) has a contract with its Faculty Senate (affiliated
with AFT). No individual at this institution may be credited with more
than 10 days sick leave per year, except that another day may be earned for
summer teaching. This contract permits each faculty member 2 days "personal leave" per year for attending to non-profit personal business which cannot be conducted outside of working hours.
Some contracts, such as the one between Wayne County Community College
and AFT, allow 3 days per year for personal leave. But at this institution
you may not take personal leave immediately before or after a holiday.
Salaries are a matter of importance to everyone. The following excerpts
from the contract between St. Clair Community College and the Michigan
Association of Higher Education typify the step increases by rank frequently included in union contracts. The figures for the 1973-74 academic year
follow.
There are six categories labelled "A" (non-degree) through "F" (master's
plus 60 hours or doctorate). If you are in category "A" with no experience
your salary is $8013. "F" type faculty with no experience receive $12,464.
There are ten annual step increases, with the maximum of $14,245 going to
"A" people after ten years and $18,606 to "F" type professors after ten
years. This is the top bracket. After ten years service you can look forward only to annual "across the board" increases. Your professional competence may increase after 10 years, but the system cannot recognize it.
As far as raises are concerned, the AFT and Gloucester County Community
College (N.J.) settled for the 1973-74 academic year on a raise equal to
one-half the cost of living increase in the Philadelphia area. Maximum
salaries at this time were: Instructor, $11,900; Assistant, $13,450;
Associate, $15,900; and Professor, $18,300.
The above excerpts from union contracts,, along with those cited in
Information Sheet# 5, illustrate what actually gets written into union
contracts once faculty succumb to collective bargaining.

Vonde....e, Nark

lfetnraub,

Harbert
lftlband, John T.
lf11k1Mon, Judtth N,

llolfe, Kenneth R.
York, Darryl 8.
Ziegler, Clayton L.

Zruds~, .Donald R.

* Steering
Committee
Members

Please spow your support of the No Agent position by filling in the
form below and mailing it to any Steering Committee member. Next Information Sheet: Faculty Bargaining in a No Agent Setting
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -... 1'

Name ______________ Department__ _..:...____ Office Phone _____
Do you wish your name to appear on future information sheets as a member
of the Committee of Concerned Faculty? Yes
No

VOTE FOR PROFESSIONALISM, FOR ACADEMIC FREEDOM, FOR LOCAL GOVERNANCE-VOTE NO AGENT

COMMITTEE
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FACULTY
~Ila, Robert J.
Alexander, ~ t l l S.
Angelbeck, Donald 1.•
Arbaugh, .,_. E.•

Austin, Douglas
Banac,-.tl, Cllnter
Barr, llaclfONI L.
Buns, E. Villi•
Beck, Villi• R.
Bigney, Nari•-•
Blakney, Sl•I• S.
Boyer, Carl H.
BrunMr, J-s A.
Bur ow, Duane F.
Carr, J-s 6.
Carro 11 , J. Robert
Col llns, Carl A.
ColOflY, David C.•
Davis, Violet
DeJute, A. N.
Dettinger, ~ s F.
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Faculty Union
At U. of Hawaii

v.

Drowatsty, John

Edwards, Jtale 6,
Edwards, Richard v.
Each, Luc111e I.
Frederick, Gerald R.
Fry, J - L.
Sano, J - £.
Glaab, Charla N.
Hanse 11 , John D.
Hatfield, Craig I.
Heath, George L.
Heinrichs, Nary Ann•
Hodyson, Lots N.•
Hol on, V. EueJohn, J-s £. A.

Trims Tenure
Unbelievable as it may seem, the above is the caption of an article in
the November 26, 1973 Chronical of Higher Education.
"Bargainers for the faculty union at the University of Hawaii," the
article begins, "have negotiated a contract that abandons much of the
traditional tenure system."
The collective bargaining agent for the faculty was the AFT.
Unlike the tenure system used by most universities which requires the
granting of tenure after a probationary period, the AFT contract agreed
to give the administration the option of appointing faculty members on a
renewable five-year basis.

IC.a,.,...

Kr-•,

Enraged by the action of its "collective bargaining agent" the faculty
overwhelmingly rejected the union recommendation by a vote of 1,301 to 279,
realizing in the process that the give and take collective bargaining
requires can leave faculty worse off than they were prior to being
represented.

Nonoty, John F •

The AAUP, as well as the NEA, vigorously opposed the AFT contract, and
subsequently took steps to supplant the AFT as bargaining agent for the
University of Hawaii. In January of this year the two groups filed a pettition with the Hawaii Public Employees Relations Board to decertify the
AFT. An election was held, challenged, and appealed to the Commission.
A final election will be held on October 21 and 23. The prediction is
that the AFT will be decertified.

ICaltll,~11.
Klein, ni-s
Kneller, Vfl ll• A.
Konratll, lal"l"Y F.•
Steven N.
Krohn, A1bertlne
Lahti, L. £.
L.,._n, George D.
Llndsl_,, David A.
LI nks, Joseph
Little, Ronald R.
Looney, Carl
Nagura, Michael
Narzulll, Lawrence J.
Metrass, . i Mlller, Roy A.
Nfller, Villi• R.*
Mumen, George
"19rs, Ray H.
Nathan, Vincent
llttter, Jr , Milton A.
O'Nul, Villi• J.
PaJella, Franco
Pankratz, George E.
Quiet, Charles L.
Rengstorff, George V. P,
R-1•1 ltenry 6
Reyes~alro, o
Rochte, llafton
Ruddy, Martin
Rudo1ph, Robert S.
Rush, Villi• F.
Se•r, Edwin L.
Shapiro, Edward
~i-ter, Richard v.
Sl-ttl, Jack L.
Shiclelr. Phillip A.
Saltll, Robert F,_n
Sol-. la"")' N.
Soplerz, Edward It.•
Stoops, Charla.£.
Stothers, David
Sullivan, Dale I.
n-o,,, CllffOl"d V.
Tipping, Sary
Tr-,£. J,
Yoltll,...,.,...P

The experience in Hawaii should make faculty wary of pie-in-the-sky
promises made by collective bargaining proponents. Bargaining is a two
way street, and could well provide an opportunity for administration to
make demands on faculty that would not be made in a No Agent setting.
Let's keep the good things we already have at the University of Toledo.
Don't give collective bargaining agents a chance to bargain away tenure,
academic freedom, and professionalism. Your best bet is to vote No Agent.
Register now with the Committee of Concerned Faculty.
The Steering Committee

~.lllrt
Weinraub, Herbert

VI 1batld, John T.
Vllttnson, Judltll N.
Wolfe, ~tlllt,
Tort, Darryl I.
Ziegler, Clayton L.
Zrudsty, lloMld R.
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Name _______________ Departmen t _______~Off ice Phone _____ _

Do you wish your name to appear on future information sheets as a member
of the Committee of Concerned Faculty? Yes ___ No ____

VOTE FOR PROFESSIONALISM, FOR ACADEMIC FREEDOM, FOR LOCAL GOVERNANCE-~OTE NO AGENT
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Angelbeck, Doneld I.•
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Bigney, Marianne*
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Boyer, Corl H.
Brunner. JM11s A.

Bur ow. Duane F.
Carr. J1111s G.
Carro 11 • J. Robert
Collins, Carl A.
Colony, David C.*
Davis, Violet
DeJute, A. M.
Dettinger, J - • F.
Drahel.,,Edward H.
Drowatsky, John
EdlMrds, Jl ... le G.
Edwards, Richard W.
Einch, Lucille B.
Frederick, Gerald R.
Fry, James L.
Gano, J-s E.
Glaab, Charles N.
Hanse 11 • John D.
Hatfield, Craig 8.
Heath. George L .
He1 nr1chs. Mary Ann*

:f
Y~~~ ·w~ l:g:~:
Horst , Theodore F.
0

John, JaNs E. A.
Jones.Lloyd A.
Karrm. James
Keith, Theodore G.
Klein, ThOffllS
Kneller, Wlllllffl A.
Konrath, Larry F.•

Kramer, Steven N.
Krohn, A1bert i ne
Lahti, L. E.
Lehman, George D.
Lindsley, David A.
Links, Joseph
Little, Ronald R.
Looney, Carl
Magura, Michael
Ma rzu 111 • Lawrence J .

Metress • James

Miller, Roy A.
Miller, William R.•
Monoky, John F .
Murnen, George
Myers , Ray H.
Nathan, Vincent
Netter, Jr., Milton A.
O'Neol, Willi• J.
PaJella, Franco
Pankratz, George E.
Quick, Charles L.
Rengs torff, George W. P•
Rennie, Henry G.
Reyes-Cairo, O.
Rochte. Newton
Ruddy, Martin
Rudolph, Robert S.
Rush, William F.
Sixer, Edwin L.
Shapl ro. Edward
ShoeNker, Richard W.
Si011netti, Jack L.
Sinclair, Phillip A.
Smith, Robert Fr-•
SolOfflOn, Lanny M.
Soplarz, Ect..rd R.*
Stoops. Charles E.
Stothers. 0a vi d
Sullivan, Dale 8.
Taoka ,George M.
ThOlllt)SOft ,H. Bradford
Th(IIISOn, Clifford w.
Tipping, Gary
Tramer, E. J.
Voith, Rayn,nd P.
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Weinraub, Herbert
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Wilkinson, Judith M.
Wolfe, Kenneth R.
York, Darryl B.
Ziegler, Clayton L.
Zrudsky, Donald R.
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AN OPEN LETTER TO PRESIDENT DRISCOLL
Dear President Driscoll:
As you are aware, the Committee of Concerned Faculty is
opposed to collective bargaining at the University of Toledo,
and in its information sheets, has emphasized that its opposition to collective bargaining is based on the conviction that
unionism is not compatible with the best interests of the University and its role in society.
The Committee's opposition to collective bargaining, however, by no means implies that the Committee or any of its members are ready unquestioningly to accept all future administrative decisions. Nor does the Committee's stand imply that it
is in full agreement with all past and current administrative
policies and procedures. In particular, the Committee feels it
necessary to point out that its position on collective bargaining must not be interpreted as a blanket endorsement of all
existing practices with respect to salaries, promotions and
tenure.
It is our firm hope and belief that the University faculty
will reject collective bargaining. In this event the forthcoming vote would not mark the end of faculty interest and participation in administration, but rather a new beginning.
Very truly yours,
The Steering Committee
Donald I. Angelbeck
James E. Arbaugh
Marianne Bigney
David C. Colony
Mary Ann Heinrichs
Lois Hodgson
Larry F. Konrath
William R. Miller
Edward R. Sopiarz
The list of No Agent faculty is steadily growing. We would like to have
you join us. Send the form below to any Steering Committee member.
Name ______________

Department _______

Office Phone'-_ _ __

Do you wish your name to appear on future information sheets as a member
of the Committee of Concerned Faculty?
Yes
No

COMMITTEE OF
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Angelbeck, Donald I.*
I Arbaugh, James E.*
Austin, Douglas
J Banachowskl, Chester W.
!Barr, Medford L.
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Beck, Willl111 R.
Bigney, Marianne*
Blakney, Sl11111le~.
Brunner, James A.

J Boyer, Carl H.

Bur ow, Duane F.

Carr, James G.
Carroll, J. Rob t
,/ Collins, Carl A.
Colony, David c.•
Davis, Violet
DeJute, A. M.
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Drowatsky, John
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Edwards. Richard W.
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Fry, James L.
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Glaab, Charles N.
Hanse 11 , John D.
Hatfield, Craig 8.
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~Horst, Theodore F .
John, James E. A.
Jones ,L 1oyd A.
Kamn, James
Keith, Theodore G.
Klein, Thomas
Kneller, Wil 1 lam A.
Konrath, Larry F.*
Kramer, Steven N.
Krohn, Albertine
Lahti, L. E.
Lehman, George D.
Lindsley, David A.
Links, Joseph
Little, Ronald R.
Looney, Carl
Magura, Michael

--Marzull i-, Lawrence J.
Metress, James
Hll ler, Roy A.

Hiller, William R.*
Honoky, John F.
Murnen, George

Myers, Ray H.
Nathan, Vin~ent
Netter, Jr., Milton A.
O'Neol, Willi ... J.
•·Pajel la, Franco
Pankratz, George E.
~Quick, Charles L.
Rengs torff, George W. P.
Rennie, Henry G.

Reyes-Cairo, 0.
Rochte, Newton

"'Ruddy, Martin
Rudolph, Robert S.
Rush, Will 1am F.
Saxer, Edwin l.
Sha pl ro, EdNard
Shoanaker, Richard W.
SiftlOnetti, Jack L.
~lnclalr, Phillip A.
Smith, Robert Fr""""'n
Solomon, Lanny M.
Sopilrz, EdNard R. •
Stoops, Charles E.
StotMrs, David
Sull 1van, Dale 8.
Taoka ,George M.
Th001pson ,H. Bradford
Thc,nson , C11fford W.
"1rlpplng, Gary
Tr-r, E. J.
Yolth, Raymond P,
Yonder.-se, Mark
llelnraub, Herbert
WI lband, John T.
Wilkinson, Judith M.
Wolfe, Kenneth R.
York, Darryl B.
'-Ziegler, Clayton L.
Zrudsky, Donald R.
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FACULTY BARGAINING IN A NO AGENT SETTING
Contrary to what some faculty may think, a No Agent vote in the corning
election will not foreclose bargaining to faculty. Bargaining would continue as usual, but on the collegial as opposed to collective basis.
What is the difference between collegial and collective bargaining?
In collective bargaining negotiations an agent, more often than not an
affiliate of a larger organization, speaks for the faculty as a whole.
Trade-offs occur in the process which may or may not be in the interests
of the faculty who generally remain on the sidelines while the negotiations take place. The faculty are then asked to approve or disapprove
the contract so negotiated. In the process, attainment of political
victory may take precedence over professional objectives.
The chief focus of the collective bargaining agent, despite all disclaimers, is economic with professionalism, academic freedom, and tenure
becoming negotiable items. (See information sheet #9 to see how the AFT
bargained away tenure rights at the University of Hawaii. A future information sheet will report how the union at Youngstown University
obtained salary increases for faculty by increasing teaching loads.)
The collegial system of bargaining, on the other hand, puts its focus
on making gains for the faculty without losing valuable rights through
trade-offs. The bargaining takes the form of professional compromises,
with faculty involved in the whole process, beginning with the departmental committees and extending to university-wide decisions.
It has been noted by many observers that collective bargaining is
appropriate in industry where responsibilities are specifically
assigned and jobs readily classifiable. In contrast, faculty responsibilities in a university vary, both quantitatively and qualitatively,
and to a significant degree are assumed rather than assigned. Collective bargaining contracts impede the discharge of faculty responsibilities in a professional manner.
A No Agent vote in the corning election will retain for faculty the
existing collegial bargaining structure, which is the most widely used
bargaining system in American higher education.
The Steering Committee
Have you decided to vote No Agent? Others will be encouraged to support
the No Agent position if you register with the Committee. Your name will
not be made public if you so choose. Send the form to any member of the
Steering Committee.
Name _____________ Department _______
Office Phone _ __
Do you wish your name to appear on future information sheets as a member
of the Committee of Concerned Faculty?
Yes __ No ___

VOTE FOR PROFESSIONALISM, FOR ACADEMIC FREEDOM, FOR LOCAL GOVERNANCE - VOTE NO AGENT
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Metress. James

Miller, Roy A.
Miller, William R.*
Monoky, John F.
Murnen, George
Myers, Ray H.
Nathan, Vincent
Netter, Jr., Milton A.
O'Neal, William J.
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Pankratz, George E.
Quick, Charles L.
Rengs torff, George w. P.
Rennie, Henry G.
Reyes-Cairo, O.
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UNIONIZATION IN MICHIGAN
In 1965 the state of Michigan passed enabling legislation making it
legal for public employees, including institutions of higher learning, to
unionize for the purpose of collective bargaining.
Being one of the first states to do so, Michigan became a fertile area
for union activity in higher education. The table below shows the present
extent of unionism in Michigan's approximately 90 institutions above secondary school level (Source: June 10,1974 Chronicle of Higher Education):
4-year institutions .•....
2-year institutions ..... .

AAUP

AFT

2
0

0
3

NEA
4
11

There is no denying that the union movement has achieved some success
and did manage to unionize 6 four-year institutions. But it should be noted
that the AFT has YET TO UNIONIZE A FOUR-YEAR INSTITUTION IN MICHIGAN.
In five Eichigan elections, all in four-year institutions, the No Agent
vote prevailed. One of these was Michigan State University. The vote at
Michigan State deserves further comment.
The one-two-three universities in Michigan in terms of academic standing
are the University of Michigan, Michigan State, and Wayne State. Union
leaders tried but failed several years ago to get the necessary 30% authorization vote to hold an election at the University of Michigan, but succeeded
in calling an election at Michigan State, and more recently, at Wayne State.
Michigan State rejected unionization by an almost 2 to 1 margin. The AAUP
won representation rights at Wayne State.
The one-two-three universities in Michigan chose, in other words, no
election, no agent, and AAUP.
An observer wrote this about the Michigan State no agent choice: "The
faculty at Michigan State University aspire to be part of a great University. They have observed that their chief rival in the state, the University of Michigan, and other universities which are recognized as 'great'
have not adopted the collective bargaining process in lieu of the more
traditional models of academic governance."

The Committee of Concerned Faculty now has close to a hundred members publicly supporting the No Agent position and many more who do not wish to
make their names public. If you feel that it is in the best interest of
the University of Toledo to continue on a No Agent basis, we invite you to
join our group.
Name _____________

Department.________

Office Phone..__ _ __

Do you wish your name to appear on future information sheets as a member
of the Committee of Concerned Faculty?
Yes
No
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A REPORT FROM YOUNGSTOWN
Representatives of the Committee of Concerned Faculty paid a
visit to Youngstown State University to gain some first hand
information on how a faculty union has been working out at the
one unionized college in Ohio. The contract at Youngstovm is
with the OEA (Ohio Education Association). The union is now in
its second year, with negotiations in progress for a third yeat

One result of the coming of the union has been the creation
of a new layer of bureaucracy to administrate grievances and
other faculty matters. This Office of Faculty Personnel requires an annual
budget in excess of $70,000. Faculty may well reflect that the funds might
have been used for salaries or equipment had they not been needed for
contract administration.
The present contract, signed 1 July 1973, provides for faculty raises of
$500 across the board, plus 2 3/4% (promotion increases not included in
these figures). This amounts to about a 6% raise for an unpromoted faculty
member at a $15,000 salary, not much different from the average raise at
this University last year. The union did, however, force the administration
to grant an unusually large number of promotions.
The union attempted to negotiate the upcoming contract to include limits
on faculty work assignments. But it became apparent to the negotiators that
new faculty would have to be hired in order to hold teaching loads at union
prescribed levels. Rather than reduce salary raises by dividing the pot
among a larger faculty, the union at one point in the current negotiations
expressed a willingness to settle for a teaching load of 36 quarter hours
per academic year in arts and sciences and 39 hours in engineering. The
new teaching load clause, which is not yet in final form, covered 23 pages
in a recent draft form.
Promotion procedures and standards are covered by the existing contract.
Lack of union dedication to the upholding of academic standards is shown in
the tollowing case. A faculty member bought and paid for an "advanced degree" from a known diploma mill south of the border and applied for promotion. The union upheld this claim for promotion on the basis of an "advanced degree" and the case went to arbitration. The arbitrators upheld the
professor's claim and the University must grant the promotion.
It might be noted here that in the two other Ohio colleges where collective bargaining elections were held, Oberlin and Antioch, the No Agent
position won.
******************
Note: The Steering Committee recommends that faculty read the recent AFT
position paper on academic freedom and rights of faculty--and discover that
UT faculty already have most of what the AFT only promises--and that it was
all achieved through collegial bargaining which respects faculty professionalism and doesn't require union bureaucracy and union dues.
Name _____________ Department ________

Office Phone ____

Do you wish your name to appear on future information sheets as a member of
the Committee of Concerned Faculty?
Yes ________ No
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A Report From Youngstown

Representatives of the Committee of Concerned Faculty paid a visit
to Youngstown State University to gain some first hand information on
how a faculty union has been working out at a university in Ohio. The
contract at Youngstown is with the OEA (Ohio Education Association).
The union at Youngstown is now in its second year, with negotiations
in progress for a third year.
Committee representatives talked to a
number of Youngstown faculty and administrators.
One result of the corning of the union has been the creation of a
new layer of bureaucracy to administrate grievances and other contract
matters.
This so-called Office of Faculty Personnel requires an annual
budget in excess of $70,000.
Faculty may well reflect that these funds
might have been used for salaries or equipment had they not been needed
for contract administration.
The present contract provides for faculty raises of $500 across the
board, plus 2 3/4%. This amounts to about a 6% raise for a professor
with a $15,000 salary. The Youngstown contract thus compares with the
average raise for Toledo faculty last year.
The union wished to negotiate in the present contract to include
limits on faculty work assignments.
But it becomes apparent to the union
negotiators that new faculty would have to be hired in order to hold
teaching loads at the levels they desired.
Rather than reduce salary
raises by dividing the pot among a larger faculty, the union settled for
a teaching load of 36 quarter hours per academic year in arts and sciences
and 39 hours per year in engineering. The new teaching load clause has
been a year in the making, and the present draft covers 23 pages.
Promotion procedures and standards are covered by the contract.
If
you think a union is dedicated to academic standards, consider these cases:
A faculty member who had been at Youngstown for about a month applied for
and received a promotion on the grounds that the contract did not specifically
set forth that the minimum criteria for promotion had to be achieved on the
Youngstown campus. Another faculty member bought and paid for a "PhD degree"
from a known diploma mill south of the border. This person also expects to
be promoted because of having "earned a degree", but this case will probably
go to arbitration.
The Director of Faculty Personnel at Youngstown State is a former AFT
organizer who believes that unionization of many public school systems was
necessary to achieve decent working conditions for teachers.
But he told
our representatives that he sees no advantages to university faculty as a
result of unionization.
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FOR NO AGENT TO WIN, VOTER TURNOUT MUST BE HIGH
The purpose of this information sheet is to show how easily
the coming election could be lost to a collective bargaining
agent if faculty opposed to unionism fail to vote.

The ground rules require that for the election to be valid
a majority of all eligible faculty must vote. There are 579
names on the published list of eligible faculty (but subject
to some change through appeals). Thus if just over half that
number, 290, vote, the election will be valid, and the group
getting a simple majority of 146 votes will be declared the winner.

Let's consider some hypothetical voter turnouts, making the plausible
assumption that the AFT will get all of its 170 members to the polls. (The
figure of 170 is the average of the AFT's rumored 140 to 200 members.)
Case 1.

Assume that only 300 faculty (52%) vote. A simple
majority of 151 votes would win the election.
The AFT could win the election with less than its
full membership voting.

Case 2.

Assume that 400 faculty (69%) vote. A simple majority
of 201 votes would win the election.
If all AFT members were to vote in a block, the AFT
would need the support of 31 non-AFT members to win.

Case 3.

Assume that 500 faculty (86%) vote. A simple majority
of 251 votes would win the election.
If all AFT members were to vote in a block, the AFT
would need the support of 81 non-AFT members to win.

The AFT, it is reported, has a network of contacts in every department to
put pressure on fellow AFT members to make sure they vote. It is almost
certain that the AFT will vote in full force on November 19 and 20.
No Agent faculty must do the same--vote in full force--but without being
pressured or coerced. The Steering Committee can only urge No Agent faculty
to take the time and effort to get to a polling place and vote. The higher
the voter turnout, the better the chance for a No Agent decision.
It is a matter of record that at many of the institutions where No Agent
has defeated unionism, voter turnout was high: 84% at New York University,
82% at Michigan State, 97% at University of Massachusetts, etc.

********** ****
Notice to Concerned Faculty members: Thanks to your generosity, there
are funds available for several more information sheets. If any of you
want to argue the No Agent position, particularly on points not covered by
previous information sheets, please submit copy of approximately 400 words
to any Steering Committee member. The Steering Committee will then circulate it as an information sheet over your name if you so desire, or if
appropriate, as a viewpoint reflecting the position of the Committee of
Concerned Faculty.
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Abella, Robert J.
Stoops, Charles t.
Alexander, Kenneth s Stothers, David
SOME THOUGHTS FOR ELECTION DAY
Angelbeck, Donald I.• Sullivan, Dale B.
Arbaugh, James E.*
Taoka, George M.
Austin, Douglas
"Thompson, H. Bradford
1_. One argument advanced by advocates of faculty unionism is
Banachowski, Chester Thomson, Clifford W.
Barr, Medford L.
Tipping, Gary
that collective bargaining is necessary to counter a tendBeans, E. William
Tramer, E. J.
ency of university administrators to think and behave like
Beck, William R.
Voith, Raymond P.
Bigney, Marianne•
Vondereri>se, Mark
industrial
managers.
Blakney, Sinmie s.
Weinraub, Herbert
Boyer, Carl H.
Wilband, John T.
Brunner, James A.
Wilkinson, Judith M.
The administration of higher education is assuredly a difBurow, Duane F.
Wolfe, Kenneth R.
Carr, James G.
York, Darryl B.
ferent undertaking than the management of an industrial enCarrol, J. Robert
Ziegler, Clayton L.
Collins, Carl A.
Zrudsky, Donald R.
terprise. But would not the adoption of collective barColony, David c.•
gaining,
a device designed by and for industrial workers,
Davis, Violet
Dean, Stuart L.
simply
accelerate
a
transformation
of university governance into the
DeJute, A. M.
Dettinger, James F.
industrial model?
Draheim, Edward H.
Drowatsky, John
Academic freedom is essential to the proper fulfillment by a university
Edwards, J1nm1e G.
of its function in society. This freedom must be exercised tobe preserved
Edwards, Richard W.
Emch, Lucille B.
Frederick, Gerald R.
Yet collective bargaining by its very nature requires a measure of subFry, James L.
Gano, James E.
mission to group discipline. A Chronicle of Education reprint circulated
Glaab. Charles N.
by the AFT states that although it may be "offensive" to the tradition of
Hansell, John D.
Hatfield, Craig B.
academic freedom, discipline "dictates that only the chief negotiator
Hayeck, Genevieve T.
Heath, George L.
present and argue" proposals and that members of the negotiating team
Hei nr1chs, Mary Ann•
"not speak" without permission of the chief negotiator.
Hodgson, Lois N.*
Hollon, W. Eugene
Horst, Theodore F.
Advocates of unionism promise local autonomy in faculty governance (which
Jacob, E. Jean
John, James E. A.
of course the faculty already has). But the AFT also proposes to promote
Jones, Lloyd A.
faculty interests by mobilizing the strong lobbying power of the AFL-CIO.
Kanm, James
Keith, Theodore.
Klein, Thomas
Can faculty really believe that the national organization of the AFT
Kneller, William
Konrath, Larry F.*
would
leave UT to its own devices while at the same time generously proKramer, Steven N.
tecting
UT faculty interests in Columbus? The union cannot have it both
Krohn, Albertine
Lahti, L. E.
ways.
There
must be either local governance or allegiance to the national
Lehman, George o.
Lindsley, David A.
group.
Links, Joseph
Little, Ronald· R.
A union has a right to protect itself against actions potentially desLooney, Carl
Magura, M1 chae 1
tructive to its existence. Would fines or other deterrents be used
Marzul 11, Lawrence J.
against
professors who might feel that they have a conflict between union
Mason, Robert D.
Metress, James
positions
or practices and their own consciences? Would consultation
Miller, Roy A.
with administrators that is required for discharge of professional reMiller, William R.*
Monoky, John F.
sponsibilities be permitted under the generally accepted union practices
Murnen, George
Myers, Ray H.
pertaining
to communication with management?
Nathan, Vincent
Netter, Jr. ,Milton A.
O'Neal. Wil 11am J.
5. Faculty must also consider the consequences of that ultimate union weapPajella, Franco
on, the strike, Teachers in Hawaii are represented by a state-authorPankratz, George E.
Quick, Charles L.
ized collective bargaining unit. Those who reported for work in response
Rengs torff, George W.
Rennie, Henry G.
to a court injunction during a strike were required to pay assessments to
Reyes-Cal ro, 0.
the union whether they were members or not.
Rochte, Newton
Ruddy, Martin
Rudolph, Robert S.
Rush, William F.
Saxer, Edwin L.
MAKE SURE YOU VOTE
MAKE SURE YOU VOTE
MAKE SURE YOU VOTE
Shap1 ro, Edward
Shoemaker, Richard W.
Simonetti, Jack L.
Much as the No Agent faculty would like to win the election, there is a
Sinclair, Phillip A.
Smith, Robert Freeman
more
important reason for all faculty to vote. The issue to be resolved
Solomon, Lanny M.
Sop1arz, Edward R.
--collegial bargaining or collective bargaining--will be a major deter-

I·

1_.

i•

* Steering
Committee
Members

minant of the kind of an institution the University of Toledo will be in
the future. The Steering Committee urges every faculty member to make a
commitment on this issue in the corning election.
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December 2, 1974
THE OPEN LETTER FROM UT-AFT

In an open letter to the faculty, undated and sent to faculty members' homes, the
UT-AFT made statements that need either to be refuted or clarified.
(1)

The UT-AFT claims that the Steering Committee "admitted that unionization is
imminent." The Committee admitted no such thing. The Committee did say that the
AAUP, which unlike the AFT, has a long and respected record of involvement in
higher education, would be the better candidate for collective bargaining.

(2)

Once again vague
frighten faculty
confident that a
the realities at

(3)

The argument that UT-AFT should be elected to negotiate a contract now in a
"relatively calm atmosphere" makes one wonder if the leaders of UT-AFT are
really aware that true AFT-type collective bargaining is confrontation bargaining. It is always backed by the implicit threat of a strike, legal or not, and
is scarcely conducive to maintaining a calm atmosphere. (It should be noted that
the AFT is currently striking New Jersey's 8 public colleges which have a combined enrollment of 60,000 students.)
The old saying, "actions speak louder than words," applies to UT-AFT promises.
At present we have only the actions of AFT locals in other educational institutions by-which to judge, and these actions are scarcely reassuring--for example,
the interference with book selections reported below and the Toledo Federation
of Teachers threat of boycott of faculty opposing the UT-AFT.

(4)

implications of unspecified impending crises are us~d to try to
into plunging into AFT unionism now. The Steering Committee is
majority of the faculty have a sufficiently objective view of
UT to see through this tactic.

Nor is it very reassuring to know that the AFT is compiling a card file on faculty
with regard to a vote assessment made by AFT teams (see Information Sheet# 2i/). And
it's hard to take UT-AFT's promise of local autonomy seriously when first an organizer
from California and then another from the east comes comes or is sent to the campus to
promote the AFT.
More than ever the Steering Committee is convinced that the interests of the University of Toledo will not be well-served by an organization like the AFT. But a large
voter turnout is needed to reject the AFT bid for dominance. So please plan to vote-and vote No Agent.

AFT INTERFERENCE WITH BOOK SELECTIONS

Donald H. Wollet and Robert H Chanin in The Law and Practice of Teacher Negotiations (Bureau of National
that AFT affiliation "with the AFL-CIO is a two-way street
Affairs, Washington D. C., 1974, page 2:2) say
It demands loya 1ty in exchange for support. 11 The authors cite the story of the Kingsport Press as a case in
point.
The Kingsport Press, one of the largest manufacturers of textbooks in the United States, was involved in
a labor dispute with the AFL-CIO. As an affiliate of the AFL-CIO, the AFT urged its locals to urge boards of
education not to buy Kingsport Press books. The academic value of the textbooks presumably made no difference
to the AFT
The AFT also distributed, the authors say, a list of 170 textbook and encylopedia titles to be on a
"boycott list" by AFT locals. The list included materials published by such finns as Grosset & Dunlap, Harper
&Row, McGraw-Hill and others.
Claims by UT-AFT of independence from the AFT national and from AFL-CIO federation makes one wonder if
UT-AFT leaders are naively unaware of the traditional power the nationals and the federation have over the
locals in American labor organization.
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TROUBLE IN PARADISE
Union leaders exhort UT faculty to adopt collective bargaining to bring about a new era to the campus--a uNew Academy." And UT faculty have been told how smoothly things were
going at unionized institutions--at Central Michigan, for example, which the UT-AFT Local 1435 cited last spring as a
university happy with unionization.

The following items from the November 4, 1974 issue of the
.,..______.Chronicle of Higher Education make it clear that some faculties who joined this wave of the future find the riding rough •.
. . A two-year long battle ended at the University of Hawaii when
faculty members voted 1,138 to 721 to replace AFT with a group affiliated
with both the AAUP and the NEA. · (See information sheet II 9.)
► The Chronicle observes that unionized college faculties "are
increasingly facing one of the classic issues of organized labor: mandatory union dues."

An agreement ending a week long strike (yes, strike) at Rider
College included a provision for an "agency shop.'•Faculty now need not
join the union but must pay a "service charge" or "bargaining fee" to the
union. Such fees are usually equal to union dues,
► The faculty union.at Central Michigan, affiliated with the NEA,
negotiated an agency shop as part of a three-year contract. Only union
members, about a third of the Central Michigan staff of 600, were allowed
to vote on this contract, which was naturally approved by a wide margin-127 to 17.
This contract did not require the firing of professors who refused
to pay the assessment, but the union said it would file civil law suits
against faculty who refused to.pay the $150 fee.

The response of the faculty was a circulated petition, asking for
an election to decide whether collective bargaining should.be continued at
Central Michigan. A majority of faculty have signed the petition.
The Steering Committee suggest to faculty that the most effective way
to keep a bargaining agent from getting professors into a situation that
they may later regret is to vote No Agent.
The AFT recently mentioned a tenure case as evidence of the inadequacy
of current grievance procedures. Outside of the questionable propriety
of mentioning the name of the individual concerned, the AFT description of
the case was misleading and overly simplistic. Complex issues, including
departmental autonomy, were involved. Furthermore, it was implied that
the administration caused the grievance whereas the grievance originated
in the department.
Certainly, grievance procedures can be improved and have been under
collegial bargaining. One debatable case, however, hardly warrants the
high risks to professionalism inherent in unionism as a solution.
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PROMISES, PROMISES -

BUT WHAT COMES AFTER?

UT-AFT publicity has literally promised that collective
bargaining will provide "everything for everybody." We are
told that the union (if elected as bargaining agent) will
take care of everything from academic freedom to the size of
one's office, from guaranteed sabbatical leaves to guaranteed promotions.

With the union as bargaining agent, and evaluation of
faculty members based "primarily" on classroom performance
(as cited by an article on the new CUNY contract in Highed
Education Advocate, Fall, 1973, pp. 2-3), what would you o
wfien the union requested your "voluntary cooperation" in
the new programs?

In the real world of academic collective bargaining
thin~s are rather different. For example, the UT-AFT assures
us t~at with a collective bargaining contract administered by
them there would be no interference in matters of course
standards, course content, or other academic activity. For a
"proof of the pudding" case I suggest that you look at the
October issue of the American Teacher {published by the national AFT). In an artfc1e on open enrollment at the City
University of New York, the AFT local president Belle Zeller
declares that the union "cannot accept G!mphasis added] a 56'.l
dropout rate for open admissions students as a tolerable
rate of failure" (p. 25).

Quite obviously if a number of open admission (or even
regular) students failed your courses; then by AFT criteria
your performanc~ would be rated poorly, especially if you
refused to use the testing and course materials disseminated
by the resource center.

Then Professor Zeller states that the union would demand
the implementation of a "reform program." Among other things,
this program would create an "institutional resource center"
to develop and disseminate teaching and testing materials
"suited to open admission students."
In addition, a program of "advanced studies" would be
created to "better prepare new and incumbent ~mphasis added]
teachers . . . to deal with the special needs of open admission students."
Now, Professor Zeller does not say that all faculty members will be required to use these special materials and
techniques, or compelled to attend the classes on "special
needs." But the demand for these programs clearly indicates
that the AFT at CUNY believes that it has the right to inter·fere in the area of academic standards, and promote what some
of us would consider to be a system of lower (not special)
standards. And, at CUNY the bargaining agent already has the
vital instrument (ha11111er, ff you-prefer) to implement the
new standards and course contents when the programs •re
accepted by the administration.

If these demands for special treatment for certain students do not constitute at least the desire to dictate to
faculty concerning course content and standards, then we
are indeed involved in an Orwellian world in which words
have no logical meaning.
And, it should be noted that the new contractual standards for faculty evaluation (which significantly downgrade
scholarly competence) have been described by Professor
Zeller as a "significant precedent in. higher education
labor relations."
Perhaps the CUNY experience should alert us to what can
happen when the "camel gets his nose under the tent." The
promises sound fine but the next thing you know the bargaining agent is rearranging the academic furniture to suit
the ideological assumptions of its leadership. But, the
CUNY experience does show that if you like more bureaucracy ahd piles of red tape, then you may love collective
bargaining.

Robert Freeman Smith
Department of History

COMMITTEE OF CONCERNED FACULTY
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. Rennie, Henry G.
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O'Neal, William J.
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MAKE SURE YOU VOTE
MAKE SURE YOU VOTE
MAKE SURE YOU VOTE
The AFT, it is reported, has a network of contacts in every department to put pressure
on fellow AFT members to make sure they vote. It is almost certain that the AFT will
vote in full force on November 19 and 20. No Agent faculty must--do the same--vote in
full force--but without being pressured or coerced. YOU MUST VOTE If NO AGENT IS TO WIN.
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Davis, Violet
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Kann, James
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Klein, Thomas
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Konrath, Larry F.*
Kramer, Steven N.
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Lehman, George D.
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Links, Joseph
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Looney, Carl
Magura, Mi chae 1
Marzulli, Lawrence J.
Mason, Robert D.
Metress, James
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Murnen, George
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Nathan, Vincent
Netter, Jr.,Milton A.
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Pajella, Franco
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Reproduced below is a story that appeared in the winter edition of News
Focus, a TFT (Toledo Federation of Teachers) publication.
Not shown, but accompanying the story in the News Focus was a picture
of some UT-AFT Local 1435 professors, "campus leaders of the union's drive
for exclusive bargaining rights" the caption said, who were attending a
workshop headed by Bob Nielsen, AFT director of universities and colleges.
It is possible that the substance of the story was given to the News Focus
reporter by one or more of the "prestigious" UT-AFT union members attending
the work shop. The story:

Professors at TU
face CB election

Details are not complete as we go financed by higher salaried faculty,
to press, but a secret ballot collec- aimed at scuttling the entire bartive bargaining election at the Uni- gaining process.
versity of Toledo seems to be set
Openly campaigning for "no afor November 19 and 20. Teachers gent," the concerned gr-0up states
at both the main campus and at the
that a vot~ for no agent "allows the
community college will vote in the faculty member to remain profesunit for either the AFT, the AAUP sional." They have openly attacked
or "no organization." The election elementary and secondary public
was authorized in a faculty vote · school teachers as persons from
last spring. The Toledo Labor- "lesser institutions." Much of their
Management-Citizens Committee
literature is ill conceived, antiwill supervise the election.
union, elitist, and even worse for
The winning organization must
professors, inaccurate.
receive a majority of those voting.
Usually this type provision results
So that Toledo teachers can be
in a run-off election on college camaware
of those on the steering compuses. The AA UP has about twenty
mittee of the concerned faculty
members on campus, but a larger
group News Focus lists them as folgroup of professors whg bitterly oppose collective bargaining has lows: Donald I. Angelbeck, James
E. Arbaugh, Marianne Bigney,
formed a "concerned faculty comDave Colony, Mary Ann Heinricks,
mittee" dedicated to undermining
Urry Konrath, William Miller, and
the A FT local in the election. This
Ed
Sopiarz.
loosely formed minority has engaged in a low level propaganda camSince Toledo teachers attend the
paign throu•h flyers, apparently
universitJ supposedly to "further"

their education, we should be aware of the lack of objectivity and
open mindedness by some of the
faculty. Their views regarding col- .
lective bargaining are especially
curious in light of the low salaries
and almost total absence of due
process on the TU campus.
Usually TU professors with an
equal amount of experience and
seniority are paid less than our
teachers even though they are expected to obtain a Ph.D.
Fortunately, there is a large AFT
unit on campus which includes
most of the prestigious faculty as
well as a good cross section of the
professional ranks at the institution. They feet that through an honest, forthright campaign and an
open discussion of the issues at the
university, the final ballot will reflect support for a collective effort
to resolve the inequities that are
prevalent at the school.

In an open letter to the faculty dated November 11, UT-AFT apologized
for the contents of the article.
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MAKE SURE YOU VOTE

MAKE SURE YOU VOTE

The AFT, it is reported, has a network of contacts in every
department to put pressure on fellow AFT members to make sure
they vote. It is almost certain that AFT will vote in full
force on November 19 and 20. No Agent faculty must do the
same-~vote in full force--but without being pressured or
coerced. YOU MUST VOTE IF NO AGENT IS TO WIN.
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COMMENTS ON A RECENT AFT FLIER

In order to correct a possibly misleading impression about UT salaries resulting from a
recent AFT flier, the Steering Committee offers the following analysis of the AAUP data
they presented.•
Point 1

Table II in the AFT flier shows that of the 11 universities in the state system,
UT ranked 5th, 3rd, 3rd, and 7th in terms of percentage salary increases over the
past four academic years.

Point 2: But the data in Table III of the flier, some of which are summarized below for
category I institutions, tell another story. The summary table below shows that
in 1973-74 the professorial rank at UT is slightly below average in compensation,
but that the associate professor, assistant professor, and instructor ranks are
all above average in compensation. (A study by the University of Akron ranks UT
3rd among the state's 12 universities in average 9-month salaries for 1973-74.
Salary is to be distinguished from compensation insofar as compensation includes
fringe benefits and salaries do not.)
The relatively good compensation position of UT faculty can be inferred from an
examination of the ratinys of average compensation by rank. The table shows that
only Akron (2,1,1,1) and Ohio U. (3,3,1,1) exceed Toledo (3,3,2,ll
Rating of average compensation
by rank

Institution and
category

Prof.

Asso.

Average compensation by rank
(nearest hundred)

Asst.

Instr.

Prof.

Asso. Asst. Instr.

Bowling Green

I

4

3

2

2

22.7

18.0

15.2

12.5

Kent
Miami

I
I

4
3

4
3

4
3

3
2

23.1
23.1

17.1
17.7

14.3
14.8

11. 7
12.5

Ohio State
Ohio u.

I
I

3
3

4
3

3
1

4
1

23.4
23.8

17.6
18.2

14.6
15.6

11.3
13.2

u.
u.
u.

of Akron
of Cine.

I
I

2
3

1
4

1
5

1
4

25.0
24.5

19.6
17.4

16.1
14.0

13.1
10.9

of Toledo

I

3

3

2

1

23.5

18.2

15.5

12.9

17.9

15.0

12.3

Average:

23.6

--- --- ---

* And explain some of the AAUP designations used in the AFT flier. The Roman numerals following the name of the
university indicate its AAUP category in tenns of degrees conferred in the most recent three years. Category I
includes institutions which congerred an annual average of 15 or more doctorates covering a minimum of three unrelated disciplines. Ca. tegory IIA includes institutions granting degrees above baccaulaureate but not included
in category I. The Arabic numerals, rating the average compensation by rank,represent the percentile interval
in which the compensation lies: l* = 95% or above, l = 80% to 95%,. 2 = 60% to 80%, and 3 = 40% to 60%.

A Further Comment
A further conment is worth making. In the same flier, the AFT presented a table purporting to show
the effect of inflation on UT faculty salary increases. Here the AFT mistakenly compared an annual salary
increase, which can be regarded as the change in the ann¥al average of the monthly salary, witfi"tlie change
in the monthly consumer price index number over an annua period.
Academic
year
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74

% increase in CPI over
preceding academic year
(4.0)
4.9
3.4
(3.3)
(7 .4)
4.6
( 12. l)
9.8

% UT salary
increase
7.09
6.48
5.79
5.11

The correct comparison requires using the annual
average of the monthly consumer price index numbers
for September through August, as the Conference Committee did in its salary recommendation of January
7, 1974. If we use the Conference Committee figures
and update them to include 1973-74, the AFT table would
appear as here presented (AFT figures are in parentheses).

The AFT figures thus clearly exaggerate the adverse discrepancy between the rate of inflation and the rate
of salary increase during the past two years.
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MAKE SURE YOU VOTE

MAKE SURE YOU VOTE
DAY OF RECKONING

Election day is nearly upon us. The
Steerinq Committee urges all faculty to vote. The
collective bargaining question vitally affects
faculty as well as the entire university community,
and is too important an issue to be decided by
default_. It is to be noted that the AFT has been
silent thus far about gettinq out the vote, quite
understandably so since the smaller the turnout,
the better its chances to win.
sure to vote.

So please be

MAKE SURE YOU VOTE

MAKE SURE YOU VOTE

Note
When faculty go to the polls they will find representatives
of AFT and AAUP stationed there. The Committee of Concerned
Faculty was also prepared to have representatives at the polls
but was told that the ground rules did not authorize poll
watching by the Concerned Faculty. But Concerned Faculty
will be there with you in spirit.
-

1homson, Clifford w.
Tipping, Gary
Trimer, E. J.
Voi th, Raymond P.
Vonderent>se, Mark
Weinraub, Herbert
W1lb1nd, John T.
Wilkinson, Judith M.
Wolfe, Kenneth R.
York, Darryl B.
Ziegler, Clayton L.
Zrudsky, Donald R.
W.:dn,,s(~y, Fnn,k

Faculty at the University of Miami (Florida),
an institution not unlike the University of Toledo,
have just rejected collective bargaining by a vote
of 342 to 155.
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DO NOT FORGET TO VOTE

DO NOT FORGET TO VOTE
FINAL REMINDER
Time:

Today .......................... 10:00 AM to 6:00 PM
Tomorrow..........
10:00 AM to 6:00 PM

Place:
University Hall, Room 313 ...... for those assigned to offices in Gilham,
Libbey, Ritter, Scott, Tucker, and
University Hall
Snyder Building, Room 134 ..... for those assigned to offices in
Engineering-Science, Health Education,
Snyder, and East Hall
Biology-Chemistry Building,
Room l0l 5A. • . . • • • • • • • . • . • . . . . . for those ass i gnedto offices in the
Field House, Nash, White, Law Center,
Sociology-Anthropology, and BiologyChemistry
Academic Services Center,
Room 123 .....................

for those with assigned offices on the
Scott Park Campus

DO NOT FORGET TO VOTE

DO NOT FORGET TO VOTE
Note

Don't let the self-exaltations of "prestigious"
faculty keep you from voting.

The AFT never did want

non-AFT faculty, plain or prestigious, to vote anyhow.
The Steering Committee has urged throughout the
campaign that all faculty--plain, prestigious, or
"prestigious"--vote in this election.
_An important issue--collegiality versus collectivity
and affiliation with outside forces--is being decided in
this election.

The outcome will determine the future

course of the University of Toledo for years to come.
So however you vote, please vote.
VOTE FOR PROFESSIONALISM, FOR ACADEMIC FREEDOM, FOR LOCAL GOVERNANCE - VOTE NO AGENT
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COMMENT ON THE ELECTION

University of Toledo faculty are to be congratulated for making the
effort and taking the time to vote in such large numbers in the election.
It is a credit to UT that over 95% of the faculty recognized the importance of the issue before them and were willing to make a commitment at
the polls. Such a display of concern about the future of the University
of Toledo is certain to accelerate the growing respect for UT, which some
already rega;d as one of the top universities in Ohio.
The vote was:

No Agent .•••••.•.•••. 237
AFT . ..............•.. 229
.AAUP. . • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • 90

The ground rules require that a run-off election be held. The outcome
of the run-off election, assuming that the 237 No Agent and 229 AFT faculty will vote the same as in the election just held, will depend largely
on how the 90 AAUP faculty votes will be divided.
The Steering Committee makes the following observations about the
election results and the forthcoming run-off election:
1. Voting for No Agent in the run-off election does not mean closing
the door to collective bargaining in the future. Voting No Agent
in the run-off election will provide non-AFT faculty, which the
election has shown to be in the majority, more time to work out an
arrangement which in the long run will be best for the University.
2. Taking more time to decide on what is best for UT is reasonable in
view of the fact--and AFT leaders have already made this point-. that there is no pressing dispute at the moment between faculty and
administration, and none is foreseeable in the immediate future.
The Steering Committee urges that now is not the time to take precipitous action that might later be regretted. The Committee urges that now
is the time to vote No Agent and keep UT faculty options open. The
Committee is openly soliciting the support of the AAUP in the run-off
election.
Note

lhomson, Clifford w.
Tipping, Gary
Tramer, E. J.
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The Steering Committee is inviting broader faculty
participation. If you want to serve on the Committee
contact any Steering Committee member. If you want to
join the Committee of Concerned Faculty fill in the
registration blank below.

Name

---------------Dept.

and phone

--------

Do you wish your name to appear on future information sheets
as a Concerned Faculty member?
Yes ____ No_ __
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THE RUN-OFF ELECTION
It is no secret that the AAUP faculty carry the swing votes in the run-off
election. The Steering Committee has already openly solicited their support to
keep UT faculty uncommitted to an outside agent for the time being.
The Committee of Concerned Faculty shares with the AAUP its interest in high
standards and responsible conduct in universities and a desire to avoid undue
influence in higher education by any powerful national group whose primary interests lie outside the areas of higher education.
As already stated in Information Sheet #22, voting No Agent in the run-off
election does not mean closing the door to collective bargaining in the future.
lf in the future UT faculty would want to unionize for some reason, it is likely
that many of the Concerned Faculty would want AAUP to be its agent.
The Steering Committee is thus urging that AAUP faculty use their swing vote
to keep their options open rather than commit themselves to the AFT, an organization so unlike their own. For unlike the AAUP, which has such a long and
respected record of involvement in faculty professionalism, the AFT's involvement has been relatively recent and predominantly devoted to economic and
poltical considerations,
The results of the impending vote will have a profound effect on the
University and the daily lives of faculty for a long time to come. The Steering
Committee is again asking all faculty to vote, and urging that AAUP faculty vote
No Agent in the coming run-off election,

NOTE
The AFT flier ~ntfng on the electfon results •• • curious one. and scarcely COIIIPttfble
wfth an •rlfer flier extolling AFT leadenhfp.
Fint. the AFT interprets the spring vote as • precfse N11ure of faculty sentillleftt 1n
sui,iioi=tof collective bargafnfng. The Steering c..tttee 1114 thought thts error, 1111de also
by the local press, hid been exposed long ago.
Second. Conc:erned Faculty are neither status quo nor pro-adllltnistration. As 1s well known,
indmaui1 . . , . " of Concerned Faculty have been openly critical of certain adlltin1strattve
poltctes in the past. Concerned Faculty believe fn constant efforts· to improve conditions
where wan"lnted. Concerned Faculty does not believe the AFT to be an appropriate vehicle
for the attaillllltflt of this goal.
The Steering c-tttee further notes that in the latest AFT flier the AFT expresses an
interest in coordinated polftical action outside of the University. But. as the flier itself
makes clear. participation tn this kind of action does .!!!!! requfre that a group be recognized
as a faculty's exclusive bargaining agent. The AFT. in other words, ts not necessary for
this purpose. Mefflbers of the MU,, who tnclvdll SOIIII! no agnet supporters, could vote No Agent
at this t1• and sttll participate in coordinated political action.

MAKE SURE YOU VOTE

MAKE SURE YOU VOTE
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WHY I VOTED "NO AGENT"
Colleagues have asked me why I voted "No Agent" in the recent election. "What
do you mean about 'professionalism'?" they ask. "Don't you just mean 'elitism'?"
The answer is that "elitism" was not a factor in my vote. Respect for my professional standing and capabilities was a factor.
At the present time, I can as a faculty member of this University talk with
the dean of my college, as others can talk with their department chairmen, about
the size of my salary, the courses that I am assigned to teach, the times that
I meet my classes, my need to attend a professional conference, and secretarial
and research assistance. I can select the textbooks that I assign to the students.
Now on some of these matters there is give and take, and it may be necessary
for me to make adjustments. However, I am my own agent and the relationship is
that of one colleague talking to another, Further, I have the right to talk with
the Vice President for Academic Affairs about these matters; and, if.!. (not some
, committee or agent) think the matter sufficiently important, I can as my own
agent tr.ake an appointment and talkwith the President of the University.

v'

Some faculty apparently do not know it, but the appointment of an "exclusive
bargaining agent" means that I no longer would have the right to negotiate tl'te
terms of my teaching contract. An exclusive bargaining agent (the AFT, for
example) will have the exclusive right to negotiate those matters for me. If
I do not like the contract that the AFT negotiates for me my remedy will be
against the AFT chapter. I will not have a right on my own to renegotiate directly with University officials any matter negotiated for me by the AFT, unless
the AFT and the University both agree to grant me that permission (which is
unlikely).
While I voted "No Agent," I recognize that it may be necessary for faculty
members to combine on some issues to make their voices heard. I personally
believe the Conference Committee and the Advisory Committee on Salaries, Promotions, and Tenure could do more to improve faculty salaries. There will always
be a need for committees or organizations (like the AAUP) to make representations
on behalf of faculty interests from time to time. Those committees or organizations, however, are not now an exclusive agent, even for those who belong to them.
I prefer that no committee or group become my exclusive agent to negotiate the
terms of my teaching contract.
Richard W. Edwards, Jr.
College of Law
The large voter turnout, which the AFT neither expected nor wanted, forced the AFT to
embark on a "personal contact campaign." Under the plan AFT teams are assigned to talk
to over a hundred non-AFT faculty~ record a vote assessment of the interview on a card,
and turn the card over to AFT officers. How this information might be used in the future
is a matter of some concern to many of us.
The Committee of Concerned F.iculty does not have the organization to contact faculty
on such a basis nor would it consider it proper to keep private records of the views of
individual faculty. AT the same time, the previous vote shows that non-AFT faculty have
the numerical strength to reject decisively the AFT bid for dominance in the coming
election if all non-AFT faculty vote No Agent next week.
VOTE FOR PROFESSIONALISM, FOR ACADEMIC FREEDOM, FOR LOCAL GOVERNANCE -- VOTE NO AGENT

THE RUN nFr

f

l[CT InN

It is no secret that the AAllP faculty carry the sv1ing votes in the run-of
election. The Steering Committee has already openly sol~cited their suppoet
to keep UT faculty uncommitted to an outside agent for the time beinq.

The Committee of Concerned Faculty shares with the AAUP its interest in
high standards and responsible conduct in universities and a desire to avoid
undue influence in higher educ2tion by any powerful national group whose
primary interests lie outside the areas of higher education.
As already stated in Information Sheet #22, voting No Agent in the runoff election does not mean closing the door to collective bargaining in the
future. If in the future UT faculty would want to unionize for some reason,
it is likely that many, if not most, of the Concerned Faculty would want
AAUP to be its agent. (·lh-e---U-i+we-~ty---o-t-Cttlctmrati-r~CETtiy chos-e- t-he-AAt.JP
et§-- 4-ts-·ncrrgaTrd ng agent. )'
The Steering Committee is thus urging that AAUP faculty use their swing
vote to keep their options open rather than committ~nq themselves to the
AFT, an organization so unlike their own. For unlike the AAUP, which has
a lpng and respected;•·~··,• ~f involvement in faculty professionalism, the
AFTs-frtl, ¥ i ¥liWi411¥ A;e;· ·ieea ti '1icm:rffi=E..7sfl'I I j 01- 1"1<1 l l-os ephy....e.f..-ltt-~~.gdue'f!M@IM ,
ang i.t& involvement has bee~recent and predo~dnantly devoted to
economic considerations . . t2a.\-,J/t,
The results of the impending vote will have a profound effect on the
university and the daily lives of faculty for a long time t~ come. The
Steering Committee is again asking all faculty to vote, and urging that
AAUP faculty vote No Agent in this election.
Note
The AFT flier commenting on the election results was a curious one, especially since it followed a flier which extolled the leadership of the AFT
and ended by asking the faculty "to vote for proven leadership."
The Steering Committee submits that proven leadership wouldneither one,
make unsubstantiated charges, especially if in virtually the same breath
it berates others for doing so (see the "despite" clauses in the first and
last sentences in the flier), nor two play the numbers game with election
results, especially since almost everyone ~ow knows that the spring vote
was not a collective bargaining vote but rather a vote whether to have a
collective bargaining election in the fall.
And by the way, the Steering Committee takes this opportunity to repudiate the charges made by the AFT in the flier. Everything in the information
cheets can be documented.

t---------·------------·--------··-----·---------------1
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December 2, 1974
THE OPEN LETTER FROM UT-AFT

In an open letter to the faculty, undated and sent to faculty members' homes, the
UT-AFT made statements that need either to be refuted or clarified.
(1)

The UT-AFT claims that the Steering Committee "admitted that unionization is
imminent." The Committee admitted no such thing. The Committee did say that the
AAUP, which unlike the AFT, has a long and respected record of involvement in
higher education, would be the better candidate for collective bargaining.

(2)

Once again vague
frighten faculty
confident that a
the realities at

(3)

The argument that UT-AFT should be elected to negotiate a contract now in a
"relatively calm atmosphere" makes one wonder if the leaders of UT-AFT are
really aware that true AFT-type collective bargaining is confrontation bargaining. It is always backed by the implicit threat of a strike, legal or not, and
is scarcely conducive to maintaining a calm atmosphere. (It should be noted that
the AFT is currently striking New Jersey's 8 public colleges which have a combined enrollment of 60,000 students.)
The old saying, "actions speak louder than words," applies to UT-AFT promises.
At present we have only the actions of AFT locals in other educational institutions bywhich to judge, and these actions are scarcely reassuring--for example,
the interference with book selections reported below and the Toledo Federation
of Teachers threat of boycott of faculty opposing the UT-AFT.

(4)

implications of unspecified impending crises are used to try to
into plunging into AFT unionism now. The Steering Committee is
majority of the faculty have a sufficiently objective view of
UT to see through this tactic.

Nor is it very reassuring to know that the AFT is compiling a card file on faculty
with regard to a vote assessment made by AFT teams (see Information Sheet# 2i/). And
it's hard to take UT-AFT's promise of local autonomy seriously when first an organizer
from California and then another from the east comes comes or is sent to the campus to
promote the AFT.
More than ever the Steering Committee is convinced that the interests of the University of Toledo will not be well-served by an organization like the AFT. But a large
voter turnout is needed to reject the AFT bid for dominance. So please plan to vote-and vote No Agent.

AFT INTERFERENCE WITH BOOK SELECTIONS

Donald H. Wollet and Robert H Charrin in The Law and Practice of Teacher Negotiations (Bureau of National
Affairs, Washington D. C., 1974, page 2:2) say that AFT affiliation "with the AFL-CIO is a two-way street
It demands loyalty in exchange for support." The authors cite the story of the Kingsport Press as a case in
point.
The Kingsport Press, one of the largest manufacturers of textbooks in the United States, was involved in
a labor dispute with the AFL-CIO. As an affiliate of the AFL-CIO, the AFT urged its locals to urge boards of
education not to buy Kingsport Press books. The academic value of the textbooks presumably made no difference
to the AFT
The AFT also distributed, the authors say, a list of 170 textbook and encylopedia titles to be on a
"boycott list" by AFT locals. The list included materials published by such firms as Grosset & Dunlap, Harper
&Row, McGraw-Hill and others.
Claims by UT-AFT of independence from the AFT national and from AFL-CIO federation makes one wonder if
UT-AFT leaders are naively unaware of the traditional power the nationals and the federation have over the
locals in American labor organization.

VOTE FOR PROFESSIONALISM, FOR ACADEMIC FREEDOM, FOR LOCAL GOVERNANCE -- VOTE NO AGENT

Information Sheet# 26

December 4, 1974

PLEASE MAKE THE EFFORT TO VOTE IN THIS IMPORTANT RUN-OFF ELECTION
The run-off election today and tomorrow is an
important one. It will determine whether collegiality
or collectivity will prevail in faculty-student-administration relationships in the University of Toledo
of the future.
So don't let the hostile weather keep you from
the polls. You can be sure that UT-AFT will get all
of its membership to the polls. The Steering Committee
urges all No Agent supporters to make every effort to
get to the po 11 s and vote.
_
Note: Three of the 156 Ohio institutions listed in
the College Blue Book are now unionized. In its
December 2 flier, UT-AFT calls it a "strong statewide
trend toward faculty unionization." Might the strong
trend indeed not be in the other direction?
Time:
December 4. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10: 00 AM to 6: 00 PM
December 5 ••..••..•••.••••. 10:00 AM to 6:00 PM
Place:
University Hall, Room 313 .•••• for those assigned to offices in Gilham,
Libbey, Ritter, Scott, Tucker, University Hall
Snyder Building, Room 134 •..•. for those assigned to offices in EngineeringScience, Health Education, Snyder, East Hall
Biology-Chemistry Building,
Room 1015A •.•..•••....••...• for those assigned to offices in the Field
House, Nash, White, Law Center, Sociology,
Anthropology, and Biology-Chemistry
Academic Services Center,
Room 123 ••..•••.•••••.•...•. for those with assigned offices on the Scott
Park Campus
DO NOT FORGET TO VOTE

DO NOT FORGET TO VOTE

VOTE FOR PROFESSIONALISM, FOR ACADEMIC FREEDOM, FOR LOCAL GOVERNANCE

-- VOTE NO AGENT

Information Sheet# 27

December 5, 1974

TODAY IS THE LAST DAY TO VOTE.
This election could be decided
by a single vote.
your vote.

It could be

The polls are open

from 10:00 AM to 6:00 PM.

.

The

'

voting places are given below.

University Hall, Room 313 •••• for those assigned to offices in Gilham, Libbey,
Ritter, Scott, Tucker, University Hall
Snyder Building, Room 134 •••• for those assigned to offices in EngineeringScience, Health Education, Snyder, East Hall
Biology-Chemistry Building,
Room 1015A ••••••••••••••••• for those assigned to offices in the Field House,
Nash, White, Law Center, Sociology, Anthropology,
Biology-Chemistry
Academic Services Center,
Room 123 ................. . for those with assigned offices on the Scott Park

Campus

/?e;xds o~ Ille,/ Ille /Jr.stclay Vt?llo/ iS
somew/;ol /i9/Jler lhan 1/J I/Je flrsl ek'c/1on.
LJonY/el //;1:S v1lt:1! issue /;e decio'etl Jy
default Mate your voice kard ,Please vo~ .1

l?emember: A ?Gct1!f memlxr

no! vt1lii'lg Is Ill effect vollilf JrJr 1k AFT.
VOTE FOR PROFESSIONALISM, FOR ACADEMIC FREEDOM, FOR LOCAL GOVERNANCE -- VOTE NO AGENT

Information Sheet# 28

December 6, 1974

Dear Colleague:
University of Toledo faculty are to be commended for their
participation in the recent collective bargaining elections.
The keen interest in this vital issue, as displayed by the
large turnouts in both elections, shows that UT faculty are
concerned about the governance of this University.
The results of the election are as follows:
No Agent ............... 290 votes .......... 53% of votes cast
AFT ........•.........•. 259 votes .......... 47% of votes cast
The closeness of the vote suggests that many faculty must
have wrestled with the strong pros and cons on both sides of the
collective bargaining issue. The fact that those faculty were
nevertheless willing to make a commitment at the polls deserves
a special commendation.
The Steering Committee wishes especially to thank those who
voted No Agent for their confidence and their support.
The Steering Committee hopes that all faculty will continue
an active and constructive interest in University affairs, and
that everyone--faculty, students, and administration--will work
with renewed dedication toward our common goals.
The Steering Committee
of the
Committee of Concerned Faculty

Test Your
Collective
Bargaining
I.Q.
TRUE
l.

Collective bargaining means developing an antagonistic
relationship with the university administration.

2.

Collective bargaining lowers prestige and contributes
to mediocrity among the faculty.

3.

With collective bargaining it is impossible to dismiss
a faculty member.

4.

Collective bargaining reduces opportunity for expression
of a faculty member's individuality.

5.

Collective bargaining rules out any form of "achievement
increase" in pay.

6.

A collective bargaining contract provides that all
faculty members at a given rank will receive the same
salary.

7.

Collective bargaining leaves no room for peer evaluation,

8.

A collective bargaining contract guarantees meaningful
faculty governance.

9.

Collective bargaining assures access to information
necessary to render professional judgments.

10.

FALSE

Striking is imperative to successful collective
negotiations.
(over for answers)

VOTE AGAINST COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
EDWARD R. SOPIARZ, PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS

ANSWERS TO QUIZ
1. False. Faculty are employees of the state, not the administration. The real
adversaries of a collective bargaining agency are students and the public.

2. True. Collective bargaining is evidence that a faculty's professionalism has been
compromised. An institution with collective bargaining would thus attract
personnel who are either unable or unwilling to discharge their duties in a
professional manner.
3. False. Dismissals will occur, particularly for those refusing to follow the
party line.

4. True.

In any collective endeavor an individual must give up individual rights.

5. False. What constitutes achievement for purposes of pay increases will be
determined by the collective bargaining agency, and if affiliated, by what the
parent organization defines achievement to be.
6. False. A collective bargaining agency would establish its own pecking order
for salary purposes, particularly if affiliated and thus committed to honor the
policies of the parent organization.

7. False. But the only evaluations that would be of import would be those the
collective bargaining agency and its parent organization would decree as relevant.
8. False. It means that the Faculty Senate would be taken over by members devoted
to the cause. The Senate would become a tool of the collective bargaining
agency. (Some think that the Senate is already dominated by AFT "recommended"
members.)
9. True. But so what? Many bodies and agencies have access to "necessary" information.
Is it the intention of the collective bargaining agency to take over the
administration of the University?
10. False. Not imperative, but it certainly is used.
as did those in Philadelphia and other places.

Teachers in Detroit used it,

How well did you score?
All 10 correct -- you're a professional

8 or 9 correct --,keep trying; you too, can be a professional
6 or 7

a collective bargaining agency will get you if you don't watch out

0 to 5

you've been mislead by earlier collective bargaining messages
VOTE AGAINST
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING

March 6, 1975
Dear Colleague:
The Committee of Concerned Faculty was originally formed by faculty who wished
to mobilize the widespread, but otherwise unorganized, opposition at UT to collective bargaining. In this task we were successful.
The Steering Committee has heard many faculty members suggest that the CCF
remain active for the purpose of influencing the outcome of the forthcoming
faculty elections.
While past events have demonstrated that the CCF is capable of achieving a
strong impact upon faculty affairs, we neither expect nor desire a unified CCF
position on any issue other than that of collective bargaining. We probably hold
varying opinions about many issues. But what unites us is a common view of how a
university should be governed and of the place of a university in society.
Since others who hold different views about faculty governance do not hesitate
to use their organized strength to gain positions on influential faculty committees,
it seems only reasonable that we attempt to protect our voice on these bodies by
placing our strength behind our own slate of candidates. If a high level of faculty
participation can be achieved, and if the different views on university governance
are represented with equal energy, we can expect our present faculty groups to
achieve maximum objectivity and effectiveness.
The Steering Committee therefore requests your support and assistance in first
nominating and then electing a slate of candidates this spring. If you wish to be
a candidate for a committee post or for the Senate, complete the form below and send
it to any member of the Steering Committee or else ask any Steering Committee member
to submit your name for the vacancy. The Steering Committee does not contemplate
active campaigni_ng other than to make known to the electors which candidates it endorses. Much of the task of disseminating this information will necessarily fall
on the CCF membership. We respectfully solicit your cooperation. Comments will be
welcome. Please respond as quickly as possible, preferably beforf!the beginning of
the Spring Quarter.
The following vacancies on three key bodies will occur for academic year 1975-76:
Conference Committee:
Professors •••.•• 2
Assoc. Prof ...•• 1

Faculty Senate
Arts and Sciences ••.• 7
Bus • Admin •••••••..•• 1
Com Tech .••••••••.••• 3

Education •••••.••• 3
Engineering ••••••• 1
Library •••••..•••. 1

University Advisory Committee
on Salaries, Promotions & Tenure
Bus. Admin •.•...•• 1
Com Tech .......•.. 1
Pharmacy ••••..•••• 1

The Steering Committee:
D.Angelbeck
J. Arbaugh

Marianne Bigney
D. C. Colony
Mary Ann Heinrichs

Lois Hodgson
L. F. Konrath
William Miller
E. R. Sopiarz

April 25, 1975

Dear Colleague,
The block voting of the AFT has resulted in University
governance being dominated by the AFT.

Six of the seven

Conference Committee members, for example, are dues paying
members of AFT Local 1435 AFL-CIO,

Most of the members of

the Senate Executive.Committee are also AFT members.
To give non-union faculty some voice in faculty affairs,
the Steering Committee of the Committee of Concerned Faculty
has prepared a slate of candidates it is recommending for
nomination to the Conference Committee and to the Senate.
If you wish to effectively support a non-union member
for these positions, please consult any member of the
Committee of Concerned Faculty, whose names appear below,
for a ·list of the recommended candidates.
The Steering Committee
of the
Committee of Concerned Faculty

COMMITTEE OF CONCERNED FACULTY
Abella, Robert J.
Alexander, Kenneth S. Davis, Violet
Angelbeck, Donald I.~ Dean, Stuart L.
Arbaugh, James E.*
DeJute, A. M.
Austin, Douglas
Dettinger, James F.
Banachowski, Chester Draheim, Edward H.
Barr, Medford L.
Drowatsky, John
Beans, E. William
Edwards, Jimmie G.
Beck, William R.
Edwards, Richard W.
Bigney, Marianne*
Emch, Lucille B.
Blakney, Simmie s.
Frederick, Gerald R.
Boyer, Carl H.
Fry, James L.
Brunner, James A.
Gano, James E.
Burow, Duane F.
Glaab. Charles N.
Carr, James G.
Hansell, John D.
Carrol, J. Robert
Hatfield, Craig B.
Collins, Carl A.
Hayeck, Genevieve T.
Colony, David C.*
Heath, George L.

Heinrichs, Mary Ann* Links, Joseph
Quick, Charles L.
Stothers, uavid
•Hodgson, Lois~-*
Little, Ronald R.
Rengstorff, George wSullivan, Dale B.
Hollon, W. Eugene
Looney, Carl
. Rennie, Henry G.
Taoka, Georqe M.
. Horst, Theodore F.
Magura, Michael
Reyes-Cairo, o.
Thompson, H: Bradforc
Marzulli. Lawrence J Rochte, Newton
Thomson, Clifford W.
Jacob, E. Jean
John, James E. A.
·•1ason, Robert D.
Ruddy, Martin
Tipping, Gary
Jones, Lloyd A.
Metress, James
Rudolph, Roberts.
Tramer, E. J.
1~iller, Roy A.
Kamm, James
Rush, William F.
Voith, R~vrriond P.
Keith, Theodore.
~iller, William R.* Saxer, Edwin L.
Vonderembse, Mark
Klein, Thomas
Monoky John F.
Shapiro, Edward
Walmsley, Frank
Kneller, William
Murnen' George
.Shoemaker, Richard W. Weinraub, Herbert
Simonetti, Jack L.
Wilband, John T.
Konrath, Larry F.* Myers.'Ray H.
Kramer, S~eve~ N.
Nathan, Vincent
Sinclair, Phillip A. Wilkinson, ,Judith r-'.
Kroh~, A1tiertine
Netter, Jr. ,Milton A Smith, Robert Freemar Wolfe, ~enneth R.
Lahti, L. E.
O'Neal, William J.
Solomon, Lanny M.
Lehman, George D.
Pajella, Fr-anco
Sopiarz Edward R~
Ziegler, Clayton L.
Lindsley, David A. Pankratz, r;ec~qe E. StC101Js,'cha,·les E.
Zrudsky, Donald R.

May 1, 1975
A REMINDER
Dear Colleague:
In the December elections the UT faculty decided upon a system
of faculty governance without an independent collective bargaining
agent.

Now is the time to exercise your franchise.

We present

for your consideration the following names.

These

names represent the choices of the Steering Committee for the vacancies
listed (Note:

This list has been expanded by several names since the

April 25 release):
Conference Committee
For Professor vacancy:

James E. A. John
Jack S. Schendel

For Assoc. Prof. vacancy:

David C. Colony
William J. O'Neal
Mary Ann Heinrichs
Henry G. Rennie

Faculty Senate
College of Business:

John F. Monoky

College of Engineering:

William R. Miller

ComTech:

Medford L. Barr
Gary A. Tipping
Carl H. Boyer

Arts and Sciences:

Joseph A. Feustle, Jr.
Henry G. Rennie
William S • Rush
Timothy M. Scanlan
Robert F. Smith
Bradford H. Thompson

Library:

Roy E. Barnes

University Advisory Committee
ComTech:

Franco Paj ella

Please remember to mark your ballots and deposit them in the
Faculty Senate mailbox by Monday, May 5, 1974.
Steering Committee
of the
Committee of Concerned Faculty

An Open Letter to the President

Dear President Driscoll:
As you are aware, the Connnittee of Concerned Faculty is opposed to
collective bargaining at the University of Toledo. But the Connnittee
wishes to emphasize that its opposition to collective bargaining is based
on the conviction that unionism is not compatible with the best interests
of a university and its faculty and students.

Opposition to collective bargaining on the part of the Connnittee by
no means implies that the Connnittee or any of its members are offering
themselves as servile pawns of administration. No'l('does our stand imply
that we are in full agreement with current administrative policies and
procedures. In particular, we feel it necessary to point out that our
position on collective bargaining must not be interpreted as a blanket
endorsement of the current situation with respect to salaries, promotions,
tenure and grievances.
It is our firm hope and belief that the University faculty will
reject collective bargaining. In this event, the forthcoming vote would
not be an end to faculty interest and participation in the administration,
but rather a new beginning.

Very truly yours,
The Steering Conunittee
Donald I. Angelbeck
James E. Arbaugh
Marianne Bigney
David C. Colony
Mary Ann Heinrichs
Lois Hodgson
Larry F. Konrath
William R. Miller
Edward R. Sopiarz

"In his futuristic· muvic, i,_lc,•Ji_t'_r, coml'dian Wnc1cly ,\] ]p11 a:,,ked liow :in atr,mir·
\var ti1af
destrL1yerl ~'()t.h Ct'!llUtY civilia:1ti()11 fotartc•d. 1_'v.'c'rv not sure.' i·~
the• l"t'ply, 'hut W(' think a n:·rn n:im<'d Albe1'tShi1nl« r got ,iolcl of the alomi.c
h, 1 mb.' "
So end~~ a by-1 inc, articl(• in thl' :~eptPmlwr 3, 1(J7!t, c:J1_r2!1_i_c_]P of
lli_g]l_l'_r_ E_d_l~c_c.1_~i_c11.
0

1',ut 1vho is Albert Shanker'?

Why, Albert Sh~nkcr is tl1e newly elected president of the American Feder1lf Teachers
(AFL-Cio). The union nuw has 411t,00(J members, consisting
largf 1:, ,:f eleme:1taty and Sf.:-'condary sch,)ol teachers, 200,000 of which are in
:'Jpw Yoi·k State and cl0,00 of which are in New York City's Local 2, which Mr.
Shanker also heads.
\
taP c'ijc.
ation

,v~_,...._
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Mr. Shanker received national attentiontwhen he called several illegal
strikes in New York, the one in 1968 lasting 36 days. When askPd several
years later if he had any regrets about depriving a million children of
education for 36 days, Mr. Shanker said "Nope," explaining in effect that
the action brought the public to its knees and that they would not dare
oppose the union again.
More recently in an ad in the New York Times, Shanker called for the
election of a "Congress in NnvembE"r which will once again legislate large
scale social welfare programs for the people)!
How could this be accomplished! Maybe his statement to the AFT as its
new president is a clue ·hen he declar~d that "organizing college professors
will be a top priority in my administration."
Mr. Shanker would of course like to herd as many professors as possible
into the AFT fold. With additional funds from faculty union dues he could
indeed play a bigger role in state and natioaal government elections (ask
the AFT to honestly tell you what portion of their dues go to the national
organization).
And in addition to the financial contribution to help Mr. Shanker achieve
\))olitical clout!' Mr. Shanker would of course appreciate the opportunity
to manipulate higher education to fit AFT philosophy, wl1ich seems to be
the philosophy that might makes right.
The Committee of Concerned Faculty is unwilling to compromise higher
education by accepting a powerful organization like the AFT as a partner
in making academic decisions. Higher education, the Committee urges, should
remain in the hands of the professionals··-that is, the faculty. We are
asking you for your support. Help us by returning the registration slip be1
to any member of the Steering Committee. Make sure you vote in the coming
election, and vote No Agent.

EMlC FREEDOM

FOR LOCAL GOVERNANCE------VOTE NO AGENT

____

._

--------?--- --------- ----IS UT FACULTY READY TO ACCEPT ALBERT SHANKER AS 'l'l!EIR BOSS'?

"ln his futuristic movie, Sle,,pyr, comeJian Woody Allen asked how an atomic
war that· destroyed 20th century c ivili.wtion started. l. 'V:e'n, not sure.' is
the r,'ply, 'but we think a man nam<'d Albert.Shanker got ,told of the atomic
l1LHnb.' " So ends a by-1lne article in the Septembt~r 3, 1974, Chronicle of
!_!_~her Educ_c1_tion_.
But who is Albert Shanker?
Why, Albert Shanker is the newly elected president of the American Federation of Teachers (AFL-Cio). The union now has 414,000 members, consisting
largely of elementaty and secondary school teachers, 200,000 of which are in
New York State and 80,00 of which are in New York City's Local 2, which Mr.
Shanker also heads.
C! ~t
•
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Mr. Shanker received national attentionfwhen he called several illegal
strikes in New York, the one in 1968 lasting 36 days. When asked several
years later if he had any regrets about depriving a million children of
education for 36 days, Mr. Shanker said "Nope," explaining in effect that
the action brought the public to its knees and that they would not dare
oppose the union again.
More recently in an ad in the New York Times, Shanker called for the
election of a "Congress in November which will once again legislate large
scale social welfare programs for the people)I
How could this be accomplished1 Maybe his statement to the AFT as, its.
new president is a clue •··hen he declared that "organizing college professors
will be a top priority in my administration."
Mr. Shanker would of course like to herd as many professors as possible
into the AFT fold. With additional funds from faculty union dues he could
indeed play a bigger role in state and national government elections (ask
the AFT to honestly tell you what portion of their dues go to the national
organization).
And in addition to the financial contribution to help Mr. Shanker achieve
\~olitical clout~' Mr. Shanker would of course appreciate the opportunity
to manipulate higher education to fit AFT philosophy, which seems to be
the philosophy that might makes right.
The Committee of Concerned Faculty is unwilling to compromise higher
education by accepting a powerful organization' like the AFT as a partner
in making academic decisions. Higher education, the Committee urges, should
remain in the hands of the professionals•--that is, the faculty. We are
asking you for your support. Help us by returning the registration slip bel
to any member of the Steering Committee. Make sure you vote in the coming
election, and vote No Agent.

REEDOM

FOR LOCAL GOVERNANCE------VOTE NO AGENT

SOME
ARTHMETIC PERTAINING TO THE COMING ELECTION
. - --·------ --------- -- - ---~-"---•--- - -----------------~------·-- ----·-·-----

The purpose of this information sheet is to show how easily the corning
election could be lost to a collective bargaining ayent if faculty opposed
to collective bargaining fail to vote. It is a sure thing that groups seekiing collective bargaining for UT will get most of their membership to the
po 11 s.
The ground rules require that for the election to be valid, a majority of
all el~gible faculty must vote. The published names of eligible faculty list
579 faculty as eligible. Thus if just over half that number, or 290
faculty members cast votes, the election will be valid, and could easily be
won by a collective bargaining agent if No Agent faculty fail to vote.
Let's consider several cases, using AFT membership as an example of an
agent that would get most of its membership to the polls. (The membership
of the AFT is reputed to be about 175, but information about who the members
are, th,ir eligibility to vote, and indeed, the exact number itself, is very
hard to come by.)
Case l: 51% of the faculty cast ballots. If 51% of the faculty cast
ballots the total vote would be 300. One-half that number, plus one, which
:;s 151, would be enough to win the election.
The AFT would need to get only 151 of their reputed 175 members to the
polls to win the election.
Case II: 75% of the faculty cast ballots. If 75% of the faculty cast
bnllots, the total vote would be 442. One-half that number, plus one, which
is 222, would be required t6 win the election.
Still assuming a membership of 175, the AFT would now need the support of
47 non-AFT faculty to win the election.
Case III: 90% of the faculty cast ballots. If 90% of the faculty cast
ballots, the total vote would be 531. One-half that number, plus one, which
is 267, would be required to win the election.
Still assuming a membership of 175, the AFT would now need the support of
92 non-AFT faculty to win the election.
The point is this: The collective bargaining people will be voting in
force in the coming election. By failing to vote, No Agent faculty will in
effect be casting a vote for collective bargaining. The Steering Committee
urges that No Agent faculty decide now that come what may, they will vote
in the coming election. We can't provide transportation, nor will we
recommend that you cancel classes in order to vote. We do recommend that
you plan now to cast your ballot .
..

By the way, it is a matter of record that at many insitutions where No
Agent won, the voter turnout was very high: 945 out of l ,115 , or 84% at
New York University; Michigan State, 82%, Albion College, 93 of liO, or
iiix0x 85%; M~1mamkm1mtmx~x University of Massachusetts, 1404 out of
1450 faculty, or 97%; etc.
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Fac'l1lty Urtio1't
At U. of· llawaii
Trims 1·enure
Unbelievable as the above seems, it .is true--it is th'? caption of an article
in the November 26, 1973 Chronicle of Higher Education.
"Bargainers for the faculty union at the University of Hawaii," the
article begins, "have negotiated a contract that abandons much of the
tradition tenure system."
The contract was negotiated by the AFT.
Unlike the tenure system used by most universities which require the
granting of tenure after a probationary period, the AFT contract agreed to
give the administration the option of appointing faculty members on a
renewable five-ydar basis.
The faculty was enraged by the action of its "collective bargaining"
agent--and showed their feelings by rejection the union recommendation by a
vote of 1,301 to 279. Clearly, the collective bargaining agent did not speak
for the faculty at the University of Hawaii.
But there is a follow-up to this story.
The AAUP,as well as the NEA, vigorously opposed the AFT contract. After
the faculty rejected the contract, the two groups joined to supplant the
AFT as the bargaining agent for the University of Hawaii system. They
got the majority vote, and the case is now before the Hawaii Public
Empolyee Relations Board, who will determine just who the collective bargaining agent for University of Hawaii is.
Members of the Committee of Concerned Faculty never did view collective
bargaining as a panacea. And at the University of Hawaii, the collective
bargaining agent only added to the faculty's woes. Collective bargaining
could io the same at the University of Toledo.
We urge you to think twice before marking t~e ballot in the coming election.
And we would like your support now. Please fill out the registration form
below and mail it to any member of the Steering Committee.

